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Tutkielmani käsittelee James Ageen ja Walker Evansin kirjaa Let Us Now Praise Famous Men 
(1941), joka on monitasoinen ja tinkimätön kuvaus valkoisten vuokraviljelijöiden elämästä 
Alabamassa kesällä 1936. Toimittaja James Agee ja valokuvaaja Walker Evans viettivät kesän 
dokumentoiden sanoin ja kuvin kolmen köyhän perheen elämää. Heidän alkuperäinen tarkoituksensa 
oli kirjoittaa ja valokuvata artikkelisarja vuokraviljelijöistä Fortune -lehteen, mutta vaikeaselkoinen ja 
sovinnaisesta poikkeava teksti ei sopinut keskiluokkaisille lukijoille suunnatun lehden imagoon, joten 
tekstiehdotus hylättiin. Muutamaa vuotta myöhemmin Agee ja Evans julkaisivat muokatun version 
kirjana. Tämä tutkielma rajoittuu tarkastelemaan kirjan tekstiosaa, joka on sekoitus faktaa ja fiktiota, 
yksityiskohtaista selostusta, runoutta, ajatusvirtaa ja hetken oivalluksia (epiphany). 
 
Tutkielmani teoreettinen viitekehys on dokumentarismi, jonka pohjalta analysoin Ageen kuvausta 
köyhyydestä ja sen vaikutuksista, sekä modernismi, jonka avulla hahmotan Ageen tekstiä taiteena ja 
esteettisenä kokemuksena. Teoriaosan ensimmäisessä osassa tarkastelen dokumentarismin käsitettä 
ja sen lajeja, erityisesti dokumenttikerronnan nousukautta 1930-luvun Yhdysvalloissa. Eräs tärkeä 
syy dokumentarismin suosioon oli lama-aika, jolloin haluttiin saada yhä luotettavampaa tietoa 
ympäröivästä maailmasta. Toisaalta Yhdysvaltain hallituksen yritys peitellä lama-ajan pahoinvointia 
sekä propagandakampanjat heikensivät kansalaisten uskoa luotettavaan tiedonsaantiin.  
 
Toisessa teoriaosassa tarkastelen modernismia, keskittyen erityisesti epifanian olemukseen. Let Us 
Now Praise Famous Men on kirja, joka yhdistelee monia tyylilajeja, mutta osittain sen voi katsoa 
olevan modernistinen, koska siinä on monia modernistiselle tekstille tyypillisiä piirteitä kuten usko 
median luomien kuvien takaiseen �todellisuuteen�, pyrkimys aitoon ja alkuperäiseen, sekä 
fragmentaation ja epifanien käyttö tietoisuutta lisäävänä tekijänä. 
 
Tutkimusosassa analysoin ensin Ageen tapaa kuvata kokemaansa todellisuutta, eli köyhyyden eri 
ilmenemismuotoja. Tarkastelen myös Ageen suhdetta kuvattaviinsa sekä vieraantuneisuutta ja 
toiseuden tunnetta. Pohdin Ageen suhdetta lukijaansa sekä erilaisia lukijareaktioita hyödyntämällä 
Stanley Fishin, David Bleichin ja Wolfgang Iserin lukijateorioita. Agee ja lukija ovat monessa 
mielessä vuokraviljelijän vastakohtia: kirjailija ja oletettu lukija edustavat keskiluokkaista, 
intellektuellia kaupunkilaista, jonka joutilaisuus ja etuoikeutettu asema mahdollistavat esimerkiksi 
tämän kirjan lukemisen ja analysoinnin, kun taas hädin tuskin lukutaitoinen vuokraviljelijä ponnistelee 
saadakseen jokapäiväisen elannon. Tämä vastakohtaisuus näkyy kirjassa jännitteenä jatkuvasti. 
Ageen epäily havainnointiensa kirjaamisen oikeutuksesta, samoin kuin kyvystään esittää kokemansa 
ja näkemänsä asiat �aidosti� ja todellisuutta vastaavasti, jatkuu väsymättä alusta loppuun saakka.  
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Ageen taiteellista ilmaisua tutkin muun muassa modernismin keskeisen piirteen, epifanin, kautta. Let 
Us Now Praise Famous Men sisältää runsaasti epifaneja, toisin sanoen oivalluksia tai voimakkaita 
lyhytkestoisia tuntemuksia, jotka luovat tekstille yhtenäisyyttä sekä rakenteellisesti että sisällöllisesti. 
Taiteelliselta kannalta epifanit korostavat hetkellistä todellisuuden ymmärtämisen oleellisuutta ja 
kauneutta mutta myös todellisen ymmärtämisen haurautta ja hetkellisyyttä. Tämä puolestaan tukee 
kirjan dokumentaarista sanomaa, joka pakottaa, Ageen sanoin, �vakavan� lukijan tutustumaan edes 
ohikiitävän silmänräpäyksen ajan vuokraviljeljän elämän julman säteileviin yksityiskohtiin, jotka 
esitetään kaunistelematta, mitään pois jättämättä ja yleistämättä. 
 
Hakusanoja:   dokumentarismi, modernismi, epiphany, vuokraviljelijä, köyhyys, lamakausi,  
1930-luku,Yhdysvallat 
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1.     Introduction 
 

The primary aim of my research is to explore the complexity of Let Us Now Praise Famous 

Men (1941) by James Agee and Walker Evans, and see how the documentary aspect and 

artistic approach are combined in the book. Famous Men, as I will henceforth call the text, 

has mostly either been treated as an aesthetic work or as a social documentary. Therefore, I 

am interested in the relations between the �literary,� aesthetic text and the socially motivated 

reportage. 

The text may be interpreted as a documentary because of the detailed description of the 

three families in the South of the United States; the Woodses, the Rickettses and the 

Gudgers;1 their lives, homes and surroundings are depicted with extraordinary accuracy. 

These people are sharecroppers: tenant farmers who pay the rent for their land with some of 

the crops they produce. The book was written in the summer of 1936, when James Agee and 

Walker Evans drove into rural Alabama to discover and disclose the actual daily lives of 

typical sharecropper families. They were on assignment for Fortune magazine, but instead of 

creating a series of articles for the journal, they created a book. Famous Men was intended to 

be the first volume of a larger work which would have been called Three Tenant Families, 

but Agee never managed beyond the difficulty he faced when trying to "recreate the lives of 

the tenant families without pity or shame, to make the reader live their problems and share the 

guilt for their predicament."2 The photographs, taken by Walker Evans, emphasise the sense 

of documentary even though they are carefully prepared and staged, by no means 

spontaneous.  

                                                        
1 In Famous Men, the sharecroppers are referred to by these fictional names in order to protect their privacy.  
2  Seib, Kenneth.  James Agee: Promise and Fulfillment. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1968, p. 44. 
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In contrast to the realistic scenes, Agee's poetic passages, commentaries and prosaic 

discussion serve to balance and break up the long sections of detail, making the book a 

dialogue of fact and fiction. Arguably, some readers feel uncomfortable with Famous Men's  

refusal to fit into any traditional literary genre and, consequently, it has been criticised as 

being self-indulgent. But I argue that by overstepping the traditional bounds of genre, Agee 

allows his subjects to be seen not as ready-made symbols of the Depression, but as real 

people whose lives are, like the book itself, as Alan Spiegel confirms, simultaneously a poem, 

an inventory, a prayer, a chant and a torrent of raw fact.3 I find it interesting as well as 

challenging to see how these two views are linked together in this extraordinary book. In my 

view, Famous Men deserves closer attention than it has received; first, because of the unique 

stylistic choices, and secondly, because of the social theme it discusses through this mixed 

method. Furthermore, in its own impermanent subject matter, Famous Men represents an 

important fragment of America's cultural history. 

 

1.1. Sharecroppers' Plight in Alabama; Research Questions 

First, I will discuss Agee's representation of poverty by observing the ways he depicts the 

people and their physical actuality. What are the methods Agee uses to document the 

actuality of the sharecroppers convincingly? Next, I will analyse the author's relationship with 

those he depicts: is the author purely an outsider or does he try to fit in the sharecroppers' 

community? How does he interpret the actuality he experiences? What is his view and 

attitude toward the sharecroppers? How are Agee's sense of shame and guilt seen in the text? 

Often the protest writer only recognises the problem and states that �this is horrible� and, as a 

result, the reader's attitude is sympathy, pity or disgust. Arguably, Agee wanted to write 

                                                        
 
3 Spiegel, Alan.  James Agee and the Legend of Himself.  Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1998, p. 72. 
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about the members of these three families as human beings and not as social problems. The 

matters of otherness and alienation of the sharecroppers, as well as the author�s own 

alienation, are essential themes when exploring the ways Agee deals with his subject. Thirdly, 

I will briefly employ reader-response theories by Stanley Fish, David Bleich and Wolfgang 

Iser in order to discuss some of the readers� reactions and possible attitudes towards Famous 

Men. How does Agee guide the reader? Does the text assist the reader to learn something 

about himself and the world around him? My last theme concerns Agee�s �artistification� of 

�human divinity.�4 I am going to point out some of the modernist characteristics of the text, 

and I will concentrate mainly on fragmentation as an overall strategy of the text, along with 

the notion of epiphany that may be defined as a �heightened moment of revelation or 

realisation.� I intend to find a number of illustrative cases in point and analyse them in detail. 

  Thus, my topic is two-fold: on the one hand, I will be studying artistic grasp within the 

text; on the other hand, I will analyse the documentary aspect, that is, the representation of 

the poor, marginalized group of sharecroppers, and observe the ways their position is treated 

in the book. Furthermore, it is interesting to see whether Agee is emotionally involved with 

his subject, or if he distances himself from �the other.� The reason for being interested in the 

representation of the poor is the fact that in recent literary study the concept of otherness/ 

alienation is not very frequently connected with social position or class. Instead, �the other� 

is more often considered to deal with race/ethnicity or gender, which, apparently, remain 

rather fashionable subjects to discuss at the moment. It seems that it is not politically correct 

to divide people into different categories, depending on their income level or profession. But, 

                                                        
4 Agee, James and Evans, Walker.  Let Us Now Praise Famous Men.  1941.  Boston: Houghton Mifflin, reprinted 
1988, p. x. All subsequent citations are to this edition. From now on, the quotations from Famous Men will be 
embedded in the text, abbreviated as FM. 
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on the other hand, even though the term �class� is no longer as commonly used as before, the 

fact remains that there are still a great number of people living in poverty in the United States 

as well as in other countries.5   

The sixty-two photographs by Walker Evans at the beginning of the book support and 

frame the text, not only from the documentary point of view, but also from the artistic  

viewpoint, which is to say that the pictures strengthen the artistic aspect of the book. Despite 

the fact that the photographs are part of the book, they also stand independently, without the 

author�s explanation. In this thesis I will not analyse the photographs due to the fact that 

there are such a great amount of detail to examine in them. In fact, the photographs alone 

could compose a whole project of its own. My decision to focus on Agee�s text solely also 

parallels the decision Agee and Evans made to keep their work separate (yet coequal). 

  Famous Men may seem strangely organised and, most obviously, it includes stylistic 

shifts, but it may yet be considered as sort of a modernist text. Therefore Modernism, 

particularly the notion of epiphany within Modernism, is the area of Literary Studies that I am 

going to explore. The other theoretical frame for my work is the documentary genre and, 

more specifically, the documentary approach in the USA in the 1930s. There are, indeed, 

historical reasons for the rise of documentary at that point of time; not the least of these was 

the Great Depression. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
 
5 According to the official figures of the Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/prod/2006pubs/p60-231.pdf), 12.6 per 
cent, that is, 37.0 million people, were living in poverty in the United States in 2005. The rate is higher than the most 
recent low of 11.3 per cent in 2000 and lower than the rate in 1959 (22.4 per cent), which is the first year for which 
poverty estimates are available. 
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1.2.  The Great Depression; Historical and Social Context 

According to Thomas F. Cargill and Thomas Mayer, the period of the Great Depression may 

be defined as starting in August 1929 with a sharp economic downturn, which occurred 

before the stock market crash in October 1929, and ending in March 1933. This was  

followed by a recovery until May 1937 that, since it began from such a low level, left the 

economy still operating well below capacity. Another recession occurred in May 1937 that 

lasted until June 1938.6  

 William Stott discusses the Great Depression in his book Documentary Expression and 

Thirties America and claims that although there existed a great number of people with low 

economic and social standing before the 1930's, it was during the Great Depression when 

poverty and destitution spread noticeably. Yet those who were more fortunate were not able 

to see the severity of the situation, because the Hoover government and central media among 

others did not pay enough attention to it.7 Interestingly, it was Herbert Hoover himself who, 

as Stott put it, "named the Depression, choosing the word because it sounded, in 1929, less 

alarming than 'panic' or 'crisis'."8 Indeed, the purpose of overlooking the facts seemed to be 

morale-building or simply cheering up the country's spirit. For example, Stott claims that the 

American Economic Association went as far as to announce deliberately "outdated forecasts 

indicating recovery by June 1930, because its members felt that to give out their current 

estimates would be against the public interest."9 Also, the statistical approach to social reality 

was common in those days. It was, however, strongly criticised due to the fact that the 

results, although they were abstractly quantified, could not be trusted because of their 

                                                        
6 Cargill Thomas F. & Mayer Thomas.  "The Great Depression and History Textbooks."  The History Teacher.  1998, 
pp. 443-444. 
7 Stott, William.  Documentary Expression and Thirties America.  New York: Oxford University Press, 1973, p. 68. 
8 Ibid., p. 68. 
9 Ibid., p. 69.  
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dubious authority and concluding generalisations.10 As Stott quotes John Chamberlain: 

"figures are important only in so far as they affect human hearts.�11 A good reporter was 

supposed to offer impressions and true feelings instead of cold numbers. Admittedly, it does 

not feel the same to read of a far-away catastrophe in which thousands of people die than to 

come to grips with an emotional description of an accident in which a well-known person or 

an acquaintance dies. It seems that in the thirties the United States needed reliable witnesses 

who would gather evidence of what was happening and report their findings in human terms. 

It may be argued that this was one of the reasons for the rise of documentary writing at the 

time. 

Some of the most injured groups of people in the Great Depression were farmers, and, 

as M.S. Venkataramani notes, "nowhere was this agrarian distress more evident than among 

southern cotton producers."12 Venkataramani argues that the prices of agricultural products 

dropped to levels that had not been seen for many decades. This, of course, contributed to 

the fact that farmers' incomes were reduced sharply, and many of them were frightened by the 

spectre of bankruptcy.13 Leaders of farm organisations and members of Congress realised that 

the legitimate demands of the farmers had long been neglected, and due to this they 

attempted to improve their situation. Together with Roosevelt's advisers the farm leaders 

agreed upon the Agricultural Adjustment Act in 1933.14 In Venkataramani's opinion, the main 

goal of the program was to raise farm prices by curtailing production, and the landlords were 

to receive "benefit payments" for reducing their acreage of cultivation.15 Since the contract 

solely took account of the land-owning interests, the landless farmers were left with no 

                                                        
10 Ibid., p. 153. 
11 Ibid., p. 153. (Stott�s quote from the New York Times Book Review, Apr. 17, 1932, p. 10.) 
12 Venkataramani M.S.  "Norman Thomas, Arkansas Sharecroppers, and the Roosevelt Agricultural Policies, 1933-        
1937."  The Mississippi Valley Historical Review, Vol. 47, No. 2 (Sep., 1960), p. 225. 
13 Ibid., p. 225. 
14 Ibid., pp. 225-227. 
15 Ibid., p. 227. 
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protection. However, it is worth noting that landowners constituted a minority of the people 

who were engaged in cotton farming. According to Venkataramani, tenants cultivated 

seventy-three per cent of the cotton farms in the United States in 1930, and the most 

numerous and the least secure group among these tenants were the sharecroppers.16 

Venkataramani points out that the sharecropping system was merely a step removed from the 

slave system of pre-Civil War days, and poor white farmers had gradually been drawn  

into the system until, in time, they had become almost as numerous as black sharecroppers.17  

James Agee made rather a clear difference between tenants and sharecroppers and 

wrote that although neither of them owned any land, the latter had almost no financial 

resources of their own; they had to borrow the farming implements as well as their fertiliser 

from their landlords. This contributed to the fact that the sharecroppers were hopelessly in 

debt to the landlord and, in addition, they had to pay high rates of interest. (FM, 101-102) 

Further, in order to look after their own interests, landlords supervised practically every 

phase of sharecropper life.18 Naturally, this kind of behaviour tended to paralyse the 

sharecroppers' initiative and enterprise. The sharecroppers were undoubtedly one of the most 

disadvantaged groups in America from the very beginning; they were also among the most 

vulnerable and thus least able to bear the added difficulties brought on by the depression.19  

 

1.3. James Agee & Walker Evans 

James Agee (1909-1955), born in Knoxville, Tennessee, worked as a reporter and critic for 

Fortune, Time, and The Nation and wrote for films and television. Famous Men and A Death 

in the Family are considered to be his finest works; he was awarded a posthumous Pulitzer 

Prize for his novel A Death in the Family in 1957. His other books include a volume of 

                                                        
16 Ibid., pp. 225-227. 
17 Ibid., p. 226. 
18 Venkataramani 1960, p. 226. 
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poems, Permit Me Voyage, the novel The Morning Watch, and several collections of 

correspondence, reviews, and film scripts. Famous Men did not achieve great acceptance 

during Agee's lifetime, but afterwards it was praised as a classic of the 1930s. However, as 

Phillip Lopate puts it in his article �Agee�s Gospel,� the book �must be one of the most 

unread and unreadable classics, one that educated people would rather compliment than 

suffer through.�20 Again, the time of the publication, 1941, was not the best possible for 

Famous Men due to the fact that it was only two years earlier when John Steinbeck's Grapes 

of Wrath "had cornered the poor farmer market.�21 The Depression was considered to be 

over and the war effort was underway. Soon after Famous Men was published, the Japanese 

bombed Pearl Harbor and the 1930s were forgotten. This course of events must have been 

one crucial reason for the fact that the book sold only a few hundred copies and quietly went 

out of print in 1948.22 But later, in 1960, Famous Men was reissued, and it became a key text 

on human dignity by civil rights activists. All in all, Agee's passionate dedication to his work 

that deliberately violated expectations, together with his early death, contributed to the fact 

that James Agee has achieved cult reputation in literary circles. 

Walker Evans (1903-1975), born in St. Louis, is best known for his striking 

Depression-era photographs. Between 1935 and 1943 he was one of the Farm Security 

Administration photographers who travelled throughout the United States producing a great 

number of photographs visually documenting the Americans as they went about their lives in 

the midst of the depression. With few exceptions, as Steve Spence puts it, Evans �worked in 

sharp-focus, black-and-white photography, usually with a large-format architectural camera 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
19 Ibid. 
20 Lopate, Phillip. �Agee�s Gospel.�  The Nation. Dec 5, 2005, p. 58.   http://www.thenation.com/doc/20051205/lopate 
21 Jackson, Bruce.  "The Deceptive Anarchy of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men."  Antioch Review.  Vol. 57 Issue 1, 
1999, p. 2. 
22 Ibid. 
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that leant itself to static subject matter.�23 His photographs concentrate on �straight lines and 

muted, middle-range tones,�24 avoiding intense tonal contrasts. Evans� photographs, which 

portray a realistic view of the poverty-stricken rural south, revolutionised the standards of  

documentary photography. His ability to create images that lack subjectivity as well as the 

presence of an author furthered the claim of many that photography was an objective process. 

Evans� talent is his ability to make images that speak for themselves. His photographs seem 

to exist as historical moments in time, allowing the viewer to respond to the contents within 

the image itself, not to the photographer�s construction or interpretation of it. Walker Evans 

served as an editor for both Time and Fortune and he was a professor of graphic arts at Yale. 

His other books include Message from the Interior (1966) and American Photographs 

(1938) that contains several photographs of the rural south of the United States, a few of 

which also appear in Famous Men.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
23  Spence, Steve.  Representations,  No. 75. (Summer, 2001), p. 34. 
24  Ibid. 
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2.     Fact, Fiction, and Modernism 
 

This chapter will discuss the characteristic features of literature in the 1930s in order to offer 

some background for the creation of Famous Men. The first sub-chapter examines the 

popular tendency of the thirties, the documentary genre and the documentary approach, 

which attempted to register a large variety of movements of labour and everyday life of the 

time. Tyrus Miller points out in his article �Documentary/Modernism: Convergence and 

Complementarity in the 1930s,� that �documentary arouse in close relation to the later 

development of [M]odernism in the late 1920s and 1930s.�25 Even though Modernism and 

documentary appear to belong to distinct domains, they both flourished in the first half of the 

twentieth century.26 Thus, the second sub-chapter will concentrate on the conception of 

Modernism, as well as its distinctive qualities such as fragmentation, abstraction, self-

reflexivity and heightened self-consciousness. The focus of the discussion on Modernism lies 

on the concept of epiphany due to the fact that it is principally epiphany within Modernism 

that I concentrate in Famous Men. While documentary focused on reporting �reality,� 

Modernist texts reflected the chaos and destruction of civilization during the Depression era.  

 

2.1.  What is Documentary? 

In his book Directing the Documentary, Michael Rabiger discusses the definition of 

documentary and notes that it is central to documentary�s spirit to �explore actual people and 

actual situations.�27 The term documentary derives from document which may be described, 

as Stott puts it, "written or printed paper bearing the original, official or legal form of 

something, and which can be used to furnish decisive evidence or information."28 That is to 

                                                        
25 Miller, Tyrus. �Documentary/Modernism: Convergence and Complementarity in the 1930s.�  
Modernism/Modernity.  Vol.  9, No. 2.  April 2002,  p. 227. 
26 Ibid., p. 226. 
27 Rabiger, Michael.  Directing the Documentary.  Boston: Butterworth-Heinemann,  1998, p. 3. 
28 Stott, William.   Documentary, Expression and Thirties America.  New York: Oxford University Press, 1973, p. 7. 
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say, documentary is a genre, whereas document is a documentary text, film or other proof 

within the genre. In his book Paavo Rintala dokumentaristina, Kai Ekholm discusses the 

differences between fact and fiction in literature. He claims that documentary, unlike fiction, 

refers to known facts such as historical documents or persons. In the 1960s and 1970s, it was 

characteristic to divide the contents of the documentary into the documentary message, 

which strives to objectivity, and the fictional message, which is subjective.29 This correlates 

with William Stott's view about the way the recipients understand documentary: historical 

documentary is often perceived intellectually, whereas human documentary with a personal 

viewpoint is experienced emotionally.30 Human documentary may capture, as Stott quotes 

Judith Crist, "a sense of small people sharing the universal burden of existence."31 Some of 

the information that is found in an impersonal document is included in a human documentary, 

too. Such information may, for example, consist of the facts given about public events and 

social customs. Consequently, a personal human documentary may as well be read as a 

historical documentary. Stott, however, points out the fact that if a human documentary is 

treated as historical truth, the reader may lose the unique �glimpse,� an allowance to see the 

inner existence, a private self of the person(s) depicted.32 

Similarly, it must be noted that although there are historical documents that may be 

considered non-emotional and factual, it is the recipient (reader) who experiences emotions 

toward the subject matter. For example, a detailed, report-like text about the Second World 

War is no more impersonal or without feeling in case the reader himself has some  

connection with the subject matter. Thus, the importance of human document is due to its 

special emotional value. Emotions vary considerably; sometimes the reader may feel relief  

                                                        
29 Ekholm, Kai.  Paavo Rintala, dokumentaristi.  Orivesi: Oriveden Sanomalehti Osakeyhtiö, 1988, pp. 9-15. 
30 Stott 1973, p. 8.  
31 Stott 1973, p. 6. Quote from Judith Crist, review, New York, Oct. 19, 1970, p. 58. 
32 Ibid., p. 8. 
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about the fact that it is someone else that has suffered and died, another time he may feel 

more generally accepted emotions such as shock, pity, or sympathy. All feelings, whether 

they be compassionate or not, become part of a more general and wiser emotion that strives 

to learn from the experience. Stott contends that seeking clues that might help learning 

something crucial is exactly what the reader is always attempting to do. Even though the 

documentary text does not include actual intellectual information, it may yet be useful for the 

reader, because it may provide him with fresh viewpoints towards different lifestyles, �the 

other� and, as a result, reduce prejudices against minorities.33 

It may be stated that the extreme tendencies within the documentary genre are those 

documents that inform the intellect and those that attract the emotions. Moreover, Stott 

confirms that there are intermediate documents that aim to increase the reader's knowledge, 

but at the same time, educate his emotions. These social documents show events in a 

particular social context at a specific historical moment.34 It must be noted that the difference 

between human document and social document is that the former deals with natural 

phenomena, while the latter concentrates on man-made reality. Natural phenomena include 

eternal matters that cannot be prevented, for example birth, death, chance, drought, 

earthquake; that is, experiences that happen to all people everywhere. Conversely, man-made 

phenomena reveal situations that are not necessary; conditions such as racial discrimination, 

domestic violence, drug and alcohol abuse and poverty could, at least in theory, be avoided.35 

Hence the attitude of social documentary is that it wants to uncover unjust conditions, make 

people aware of things that need to be corrected. Stott points out that it is not always clear 

how to categorise a phenomenon. A case in point is crime: it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
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distinguish the roots of crime.36 From one perspective, it may be said that the most dangerous 

criminals, explicitly murderers, are vicious by nature. Those who assign no consciousness of 

guilt to murderers think that killers are monsters that deserve no mercy, and no rehabilitation 

is worth trying. On the other hand, crime may be seen as a result of social injustice. For 

example, Ressler lists features that are characteristic of the childhood of serial killers, and he 

concludes that these traits, such as serious emotional abuse, neglect in the school, and an 

ineffective social services system, are at least partly responsible for the development of 

murderers.37 

Since social documentary discusses matters that are remediable by human initiative, it is 

prone to the accusation of propaganda. Stott is of the opinion that in the United States in the 

thirties it was popular to condemn the works of social documentary as propaganda.38 In fact, 

there are reasons for the rise of this sort of �propaganda against propaganda:� Stott writes 

that "the fascists and the Soviets had given propaganda a bad name by praising it and 

exploiting it in gross and deceptive forms."39 Furthermore, "many Americans felt that 

propaganda had tricked the nation into a loathsome, pointless world war."40 Of course there 

has always been, as Stott confirms, �black propaganda,� which aims to spread dissension 

among the group of people it addresses. �White propaganda�, on the contrary, wants to 

educate its audience. There are all shades of grey between these so-called good and evil 

propaganda, but in the thirties there were not many people who saw any difference between 

them; propaganda per se was evil to them.41 

                                                        
36 Ibid., p. 20. 
37 Ressler, Robert K. & Shachtman Tom.  Whoever Fights Monsters.  Great Britain: Simon & Schuster Ltd., 1992, pp. 
117-131. 
38 Stott 1973, p. 22. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid., p. 23. 
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Stott claims that there were, however, intellectuals and artists who favoured 

propaganda and considered it as the highest form of expression, merely because of its ability 

to change society. They went as far as to argue that propaganda was art, an opinion which 

gave rise to the favourite aesthetic debate of the thirties concerning art versus propaganda.42 

The usual resolution of the dispute was that people blurred the two together, which Stott 

feels is as simplistic as negativity against all propaganda.43 In spite of the general negativity 

against the idea of propaganda, it nevertheless was the common mode of literary expression 

in the thirties. According to Stott, social documentary with its propagandistic features 

flourished only for a little while, and then disappeared.44 The rare exception, Agee and 

Evans�s Famous Men, may be claimed to have survived till now due to the manner in which it 

transformed the way social issues were discussed. This is to say, Agee and Evans avoided 

hypocrisy by actually sharing experiences with the sharecroppers and recording self-

consciously their own failures of connection with them. Agee was able to recognize his own 

prejudices, too, and as they were revealed in the course of the narration, he was forced to 

reconstruct his own thinking throughout the book. Therefore, the ability to understand the 

complexity of economic and social relations together with the subjectivity of experience (with 

no oversimplifying or generalizing) may have been the reason for the book�s longevity. 

Further, T.W. Reed argues in his article �Unimagined Existence and the Fiction of the Real: 

Postmodernist Realism in Let Us Now Praise Famous Men � that the whole Famous Men �is 

offered as experiential testimony to the difficulty, if not impossibility, of the privileged 

learning to �feel what wretches feel.��45 Admittedly, this difficulty of learning also applies to 

the people of the 2000s. 

                                                        
42 Ibid., p. 24. 
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Stott contends that the documentary tries to persuade its audience either directly or 

indirectly. The direct method is often obvious in photographs and films, but it is common in 

written texts, too.46 The purpose of the direct communicating is to convince the recipient 

about the fact that he is personally engaged: after the information is presented, he is 

challenged to think how he feels about it, and what he is going to do about it. If the recipient 

feels nothing, and will do nothing, it may be claimed that the documentary text has failed in 

its goal. A common example of the direct persuasion is the tendency of referring to the 

audience as �you,� which begs the recipient to pity, identify, and participate.47 

The indirect method, Stott writes, or in other term vicarious method, presents the facts 

through intermediary, the firsthand experiencer, whose reactions to the events are often as 

crucial as the facts or events themselves. If the reader believes that the narrator is telling the 

truth, she also tends to accept the teller's emotional response.48 Stott mentions a case in 

point: John L. Spivak, who was appraised as "America's greatest reporter" by Time magazine 

in 1934, functions as the reader's eyes and ears as he allows the reader to share his experience 

about Southern convicts who were kept in shackles and forced to suffer cruel punishment:  

I saw a man working in a group of convicts and as he shovelled the sun  
caught the glint of bayonets on his feet. 
As I walked through the white-washed cages the sounds of a hymn reached my  
ears.49 

It is worth noting that, according to Stott, popular confession literature of the 1920s 

and 1930s used the same vicarious method as indirect documentary, and thus had a great 

impact on the latter.50 The "true confession" included magazines such as True Story, True 

Confessions, and True Romance. They dealt mostly with sensational themes, for instance 

romance, revenge, rape, hate and murder, but occasionally social and human interest stories 

                                                        
46 Ibid., p. 26. 
47 Ibid., pp. 27-28. 
48 Ibid., p. 33. 
49 Cited by Stott,  p. 35. 
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were written, too. As George Gerbner points out, the tales grew out of common people�s 

�first-person accounts of intimate problems and true experiences.�51 The true confession 

formula attracted especially persons who probably had never before read magazines and had 

little education.52 The stories became so successful that more refined magazines, a case in 

point The Atlantic Monthly, adopted this recipe from the pulps.53 Stott discusses these two 

genres, and concludes that both confession texts and indirect documentary sought to pass 

emotion to the recipient through the teller's reactions, which tended to be exaggerated, "fast 

and heavy."54 

I would like to argue that no matter what the theme is, documentary usually observes it 

from the common person�s point of view, and often the subject per se is a common man or 

woman. Nevertheless, Stott points out that in the 1930s it was more typical to present the 

rich and the powerful as regular guys than to allow those with �a portion of unimagined 

existence� (Agee�s notion of the sharecroppers� plight, FM, x) to have their say.55 As 

mentioned before, the leaders and the media of the United States overlooked millions of 

people who were unemployed or living in hardship. In order to improve their situation it was 

necessary to show reality as honestly as possible to the more fortunate citizens. Indeed, there 

were a few writers and artists such as Fiorello LaGuardia who recognised the existence of 

this �other America� and attempted to move poverty to the front of public consciousness.56  

Arguably, the audience often empathised with the oppressed, the outlawed and the 

poor, more than they did with those on the top of society. Stott describes the average 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
50 Stott 1973, p. 40. 
51 Gerbner, George.  �The Social Role of the Confession Magazine.�  Social Problems, Vol. 6, No. 1 (Summer, 1958), 
p. 29 
52 Ibid. 
53 The pulps /the pulp fiction refers to mass market novels printed cheaply and intended for a general audience. The 
content is usually melodramatic or thrilling. 
54 Stott., p. 45. 
55 Ibid., p. 49. 
56 Ibid., p. 52. 
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documentary of the time as populist, or �proletarian,� and claims that the problem of the 

populist emphasis is the way it treats its subjects, which often tends to be simplifying and 

ennobling.57 Thus, it is characteristic for social documentary to look at its subjects only as 

victims, purifying them from all common vices such as laziness or stupidity. The 

sentimentalised view may intentionally depict these people as, for example, hungry, dirty, 

loveable and heart breaking, but never depraved or responsible for their misery.58 Not only is 

this kind of pitiable image far from reality, it also violates the versatility and uniqueness of 

those who are depicted. 

 In his book On Native Grounds, Alfred Kazin is of the opinion that whatever form the 

literature of the thirties took, its roots were in America's new nationalism, in the insistence to 

know and write about the very self.59 This was considered important because last time 

America had been so magnetic a subject in itself, in the early days of the nineteenth century, it 

was European observers who determined and described America, not those who lived there 

and experienced the reality of the country.60 Thus, the basic centre of writing lay in national 

self-discovery and in the need to question contemporary failure and demoralisation.61 The 

spirit of the new prose written in the thirties strove to satisfy the people's need to know what 

had happened to their country, a demand that aroused interest in the oppressive facts of 

change, such as migratory workers, silicosis, and the emotions of people on relief.62 This, as 

well as the writers' curiosity and their strength of knowledge, contributed to the rise of 

documentary and sociological prose of the crisis period.63 Since the alarming social situation 

moved people's attention in the direction of reality and fact, most writers in the thirties felt it 
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inappropriate and useless to write fiction; they "quite willingly sacrificed their artistic 

ambitions for the good of humanity."64 Stott notes that even those who actually wrote novels 

borrowed their techniques from documentary and straight reporting.65 Alfred Kazin argues 

that the authors of the thirties had to justify their texts by a social sanction and they had to 

give their texts a social purpose; in other words, writers were conscious of what was 

demanded. In fact, even though they had nothing new to add, and only caught their themes 

from the headlines, they needed to persuade the readers to believe that they were "helping to 

direct society."66 Consequently, fiction moved toward greater realism and this social, or 

�proletarian� fiction was part of the thirties' documentary movement.67 A case in point is John 

Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath (1939), which, as Stott puts it, "offered a large, if simplistic, 

picture of actual conditions in Depression America" based on the facts that Steinbeck had 

learned while writing articles on migrant workers in California.68 

While fiction may be interpreted as being imaginative literature, nonfiction includes, 

according to John P. Hussey, works such as letters, diaries, journals, sermons, 

autobiographies and histories.69 Nonfiction documentary writing may, indeed, be interpreted 

as being more personal than other forms of documentary. Stott notes that nonfiction often 

uses documentary techniques, for example writing based on documents and direct quotation, 

case study and firsthand observation that attempts to convey the feel of lived experience 

together with the facts. In the thirties, the forms of nonfiction that used these methods were 

social workers' case histories of the unemployed rewritten for the public, social science 
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writing, "worker narratives," documentary books and the "I've seen America" books which 

tried to capture the feel of the country.70  

Stott suggests that a documentary book may be interpreted as being "one that uses 

words and photographs to describe a social condition."71 The first of the kind in the United 

States is assumably Jacob Riis' How the Other Half Lives, published in 1890. Many other 

documentary books followed, and Stott argues that they were greatly influenced by the 

documentary film.72 The pictures conveyed emotion effectively because they were detailed, 

 whereas texts would too often generalise; but, as Beaumont Newhall  points out, the text 

was needed because it guided emotion: "before a photograph can be accepted as a document, 

it must itself be documented-placed in time and space."73 

 Stott presents an interesting example of the documentary book: Erskine Caldwell and 

photographer Margaret Bourke-White's You Have Seen Their Faces (1937) which reported 

the plight of Southern tenant farmers in nine states in the summer of 1936, the same summer 

that Agee and Evans spent in Hale County, Alabama.74 According to Stott, You Have Seen 

Their Faces was the decade's most influential protest against the inhumanity of the tenant 

system.75 As a matter of fact, the problems that the book shows were already well known, 

because they were discussed in hundreds of articles and many newsreels. Due to the fact that 

virtually everyone was aware of the facts and public opinion was formed before the book 

came out, it may be argued that it was easy to fulfil the readers' expectations by portraying 
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the farmers' misery as sentimentally as possible.76 It is understandable that the book was 

criticised for its oversimplification and even humiliating its subjects, because Caldwell and 

Bourke-White did not present those people as they were, but, presumably, how they wanted 

them to look. The photographs accompanied a verbal commentary that, according to Stott, 

quoted people saying things they never said. In fact, Caldwell and Bourke-White admitted 

that this was true by saying that the meaning of the legends under the pictures were meant to 

express the authors' own ideas of the sentiments of those people.77 For example, under a 

photo of a smiling man there is a text that says, "I get paid very well. A dollar a day when I'm 

working,�78 Due to the fact that the text resembles a quotation from the man in the 

photograph, it may be interpreted as indicating that the man in the picture is not only 

exploited, but he is also unaware of the unfairness. On the other hand, the words can be 

understood as representing the sarcasm of the authors. It may be argued that one difference 

between the photographs in You Have Seen Their Faces and Famous Men is that there are no 

invented explanatory texts attached to the pictures in Famous Men. When comparing these 

two books, Stuart Culver claims that while Bourke-White's pictures are carefully composed 

duplications of the exaggerated rhetoric of Erskine Caldwell's attack on the tenant farming 

system, "Evans's are self-sufficient photographs that stand apart from James Agee's self-

conscious meditation on the limits of his own image-making practice."79 
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2.2.      Modernism of Epiphanies 

Although any fixing of dates to cultural movements is bound to be arbitrary, it seems that the 

era of Modernism is mainly concentrated around the first few decades of the 20th century. In 

their book Modernism 1890-1930, Malcolm Bradbury and James McFarlane say that the term 

Modernism is associated �with the coming of a new era of high aesthetic self-consciousness 

and non-representationalism, in which art turns from realism and humanistic representation 

towards style, technique, and spatial form in pursuit of a deeper penetration of life.�80 A 

definition of Modernism has commonly been based on the movement towards introversion, 

technical display and internal self-scepticism.81 According to Bradbury and McFarlane, some 

of the technical features of Modernism include anti-representationalism in painting, atonalism 

in music, vers libre in poetry and stream-of-consciousness narrative in the novel.82 

Bradbury and McFarlane suggest that due to the fact that Modernism involves 

elimination of the human elements that are predominant in romantic and naturalistic art, 

experimentalism in Modernism does not mean only a new mannerism, sophistication and 

difficulty in art; it also means �bleakness, darkness, alienation, disintegration.�83 Furthermore, 

they state that Modernism is the one art that responded to the scenario of the era�s chaos. 

Admittedly, it is true that modernist art is strongly aware of the state of the world around it. 

In Modernism Peter Faulkner adds that Modernism reflected the destruction of civilization 

and reason in the First World War and questioned ideals such as patriotism, doing one�s duty, 

and even Christianity.84 Dominated groups attempted to improve their status; women�s role, 

for example, was changing from the fixed subordinate position to the more open, flexible and 
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competitive role in society.85 Bradbury and McFarlane point out that the ideas of Marx, 

Freud and Darwin, as well as capitalism and constant industrial acceleration changed the 

world profoundly, making Modernism �not art�s freedom, but art�s necessity.�86 Thus, it is an 

art of rapidly modernizing world, a world of great industrial expansion, advanced technology, 

urbanization, secularisation and increased social mobility.87 McFarlane notes that despite the 

new attitudes, new areas of exploration and new values, the practices of science were still 

respected. For example, careful observation, precise recording and close attention to detail 

were relevant tools when the writer strived to capture �the unsayable.�88 

The artistic emphasis of Modernism is on fragmentation, which is defined by 

McFarlane as �an attempt to break down into successive fragmentary moments of time even 

the most commonplace events of life (like the path of a falling leaf) in order that a �realer� 

level of reality might be recorded.�89 Moreover, fragmentation is present in attempts to catch 

impressions of the workings of the mind. Knut Hamsun wrote about these moments in 1890: 

They last a second, a minute, they come and go like a moving winking light; but they 
have impressed their mark, deposited some kind of sensation before they vanished  . . . 
Secret stirrings that go unnoticed in the remote parts of the mind, the incalculable chaos 
of impressions, the delicate life of the imagination seen under the magnifying glass; the 
random progress of these thoughts and feelings; untrodden, trackless journeyings by 
brain and heart, strange workings of the nerves, the whisper of the blood, the entreaty 
of the bone, all the unconscious life of the mind.90 
 

 The modernist novel had adopted a new freedom that depicted the inner reality instead of the  

external reality of the realist novels. Virginia Woolf�s essay called �Modern Fiction� (1919)   
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includes the following famous characterization of the impressionism91 of the modernist  

novel: 

Examine for a moment an ordinary mind on an ordinary day. The mind receives a 
myriad impressions--trivial, fantastic, evanescent, or engraved with the sharpness of 
steel. From all sides they come, an incessant shower of innumerable atoms; and as they 
fall, as they shape themselves into the life of Monday or Tuesday, the accent falls 
differently from of old; the moment of importance came not here but there; so that, if a 
writer were a free man and not a slave, if he could write what he chose, not what he 
must, if he could base his work upon his own feeling and not upon convention, there 
would be no plot, no comedy, no tragedy, no love interest or catastrophe in the 
accepted style, and perhaps not a single button sewn on as the Bond Street tailors 
would have it. Life is not a series of gig lamps symmetrically arranged; life is a 
luminous halo, a semi-transparent envelope surrounding us from the beginning of 
consciousness to the end.92 
 
The concept of epiphany is closely related with modern literature, especially with the 

above mentioned fragmentation. It may be interpreted as being (1): �a usually sudden 

manifestation or perception of the essential nature or meaning of something,� (2): �an 

intuitive grasp of reality through something (as an event) usually simple and striking,� (3): 

�an illuminating discovery� and �revealing scene or moment.�93 Morris Beja offers a more 

thorough definition of epiphany in his book Epiphany in the Modern Novel:  

a sudden spiritual manifestation, whether from some object, scene, event, or 
memorable phase of the mind - the manifestation being out of proportion to the 
significance or strictly logical relevance of whatever produces it.94  
 
Bradbury writes that there are two major themes in Modern literature: one is 

disconnection and loss and the other is that of artistic emancipation. Even though the artist 

may have held on to locality, as Joyce did on to Dublin and Hemingway the Michigan woods, 
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he perceives things from the distance, like an expatriate.95 And, consequently, as the writer 

concentrates mainly on the urban life of the city, or from the urban point of view, he 

approximates �to the condition of the intellectual.�96 It may be claimed that this Modern 

intelligentsia tended to encourage artists to advance consciousness and provide specialised 

aesthetic questioning. Also, as Faulkner points out, �[t]he greater depth of modern 

scepticism, or awareness of complexity, is shown too in the artist�s relation to his art.�97 To 

put the point another way, the problem is not only the infinite complexity of reality, but also 

the artist�s medium; the modern artist doubted that his vision could sufficiently be expressed 

through his novel, poem, or other piece of art.98 Thus, the distrust of words is clearly seen in 

modernist texts. In addition, Faulkner notes that it is typical of Modernism that the sense of 

the great abundance of the experience is made into art. In order to express the enormous 

complexity of the experience, there were various experiments in method that aimed to get 

beyond the over-simplifying of experience. These experiments involved, for instance, �new 

methods of organization, particularly through juxtaposition (rather than simple narrative) and 

irony (rather than unity of mood).�99 Faulkner points out that one characteristic of 

Modernism is the use of myth which may give coherence to the writer�s work. The myths 

used are often connected to �death and regeneration, the cycle of nature [and] the order of 

the seasons.100  

Beja states that, unlike in earlier novels, there seems to be no fair agreement about the 

major elements in a modern story; the reader cannot know for sure whether he recognises the 

most crucial parts of the story or not.101 This is to say, language is no longer seen as a 
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transparent device which, if used correctly, allows the reader to �see through� to reality. 

Rather, language is considered as a complex, nuanced site of the author�s construction of the 

�real.� Modernist writers were, as Beja writes, interested in the artistic depiction of the 

detailed events that would seem completely insignificant to the reader, and even further, the 

meanings of the events were not revealed or explained in any way.102 Such external and 

subjective details of reality included matters that could, for example, be vaguely seen or 

sensed, and, as opposed to inadequate generalisations, modernist writers attempted at least to 

grasp those unique details.103 In his book The Poetics of Epiphany Ashton Nichols puts the 

point in another way saying that the literary epiphany �leaves open the ultimate meaning of 

the experience.�104 Nichols is of the opinion that an event has a number of interpretations due 

to the fact that �experience is a function of a mind that �half perceives and half creates�.�105 

Thus, according to Nichols, although it may be claimed that an epiphany tends to be private, 

occurring initially only in the mind of the writer, it is not weakened by an absolute 

subjectivism: �it reflects a world which is, in one sense, shared by all those who recognise its 

significance.�106 Consequently, its inspiration, tone and power are not limited by its origins in 

a writer�s mind.  

Arguably, all people experience brief moments that remain in their memory, and 

occasionally those fleeting seconds entail such great deal of sentiment or realisation that they 

have some sort of impact on the person's life. Similarly, it may be claimed that authors must 

have been aware of the importance of striking moments long before modernist literature ever 

existed. Beja confirms that writers, "especially poets, have always recognized the literary 
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value of recording momentary sensations of seeing into the truth of things."107 These 

moments were used almost solely in theological sense until the twentieth century: there was 

an external divine force, which revealed the truth to the person who experienced the sudden 

sensation.108 Modern fiction, however, is usually represented so as to seem irreligious, even 

antireligious and it is also almost invariably seen as irrational.109 Moreover, modern literature 

has used this technique frequently and more consciously than fiction ever before it. According 

to Beja, the word �epiphany� was first mentioned in James Joyce's Stephen Hero early in the 

20th century: �He believed that it was for the man of letters to record these epiphanies with 

extreme care, seeing that they themselves are the most delicate and evanescent of 

moments.�110 

As mentioned before, these sudden illuminations or moments of insight, "produced by 

apparently trivial, even seemingly arbitrary causes�111 have played an important role in 

modern literature. Therefore, Beja believes that an examination of epiphanies is able to 

increase the reader's general understanding of modern fiction, its concerns, and its 

technique.112 Beja observes epiphany through the description in Steven Hero, and pays 

attention to the suddenness of the manifestation; although the epiphany may be prepared for 

over long periods of time, the actual moment of realisation strikes immediately.113 Further, as 

Beja points out, the sudden moment may be taken religiously, as a "spiritual" understanding, 

although this kind of interpretation had become rather unusual in later modern fiction.114 

Again, based on Stephen's conversation with Cranly in Stephen Hero, Beja states that the 
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epiphany may be produced by many different things, for example, "an ordinary concrete 

object, a work of art, a snatch of talk overheard on the street, a gesture.�115 But it seems that 

Joyce stressed the importance of the revelations that derive from the mind and the dream.116  

Morris Beja has established criteria for distinguishing from epiphany other types of 

brief moments of vision and intensity; he emphasises the fact that epiphany is not simply the 

result of the direct statement or evidence unlike other, classical scenes of recognition, which 

yield powerful and sudden illuminations and discoveries, but are themselves rational, not 

�spiritual.�117 In other words, if new knowledge is achieved in too rational and 

straightforward a manner, the realisation may not be called an epiphany. On the other hand, 

epiphanies, too, may originate in a direct statement, yet the difference stems from the fact 

that the revelation is irrelevant to that statement.118 Anthony Gritten writes about the nature 

of the listening experience and confirms that epiphanies lie at �the other end of the expressive 

spectrum from gestures that are commonly said to be inevitable or predictable.�119    

Beja argues that in spite of the fact that many modern writers did not acknowledge any 

universal truth, they still were reluctant to deny the existence of it.120 It is true that they were 

of the opinion that truth cannot be firmly or conclusively known, but some of them hoped 

that those isolated and delicate moments which provide the experiencer with a glimpse of 

reality might be caught and communicated to the reader. An example of this is the 

culmination of William Faulkner�s �The Bear� in which Old Ben, the king bear of the big 

woods, is killed by a dog and a hunter. The scene is depicted as motionless, �a piece of 

statuary: the clinging dog, the bear, the man astride its back, working and probing the buried 
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blade.�121 Next, at the moment of the bear�s death, the fighting group �didn�t collapse, 

crumple. It fell all of a piece, as a tree falls, so that all three of them, man dog and bear, 

seemed to bounce once.�122 In his The Element of Stasis in William Faulkner Matti 

Savolainen interprets the meaning of the scene as being �the death of an old value,�123 which, 

in its part, assists the young protagonist to understand the essential and divergent values of 

man and nature.124 Savolainen explains that Old Ben symbolizes �the principle of natural 

freedom implicit in the timeless wilderness�125 whereas the hunt, �the axe,� represents �the 

power saw of the civilized world.�126 In Lionel Trilling�s opinion, �the conception of the 

epiphany makes a large statement about the nature of human life . . . for something to �show 

forth� it must first be hidden�.�127 Arguably, in order to sense such evanescent but crucial 

moments, and further, to be able to take full advantage of them before they disappear from 

one�s consciousness, the writer or reader has to be sensitive as well as intuitive enough to be 

able to achieve perceptive awareness of the events. 

It may be noted that a successfully conveyed epiphany may also be an aesthetic 

experience that persuades the reader to see, feel or hear something new. In other words, 

understanding an epiphany may enable the reader to enjoy the idea of managing to disclose an 

inspiring secret of the text. For example, in To the Lighthouse by Virginia Woolf, the artist 

Lily Briscoe asks, �What is the meaning of life?� The solution, �the great revelation had never 

come . . . Instead there were little daily miracles, illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly 
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in the dark.�128 But, according to Henry R. Harrington, the last decisive act of painting 

suggests the answer, or a point, around which Lily�s feelings are organised:129  

There it was � her picture. Yes, with all its greens and blues, its lines running up and 
across, its attempt at something�.She looked at the steps; they were empty; she 
looked at her canvas; it was blurred. With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for a 
second, she drew a line there, in the centre�. I have had my vision.130  

 
 Jack Stewart notes in his article �A �Need of Distance and Blue�: Space, Color, and 

Creativity in To the Lighthouse� that all the painter�s �perceptual efforts culminate in a flash 

of insight.�131 That is to say, Lily�s brushstroke fills the empty space of her canvas thus 

finalizing the painting so that it finally succeeds to symbolize what it attempts, the process of 

mind, the achievement of discovering and acknowledging, as Thomas G. Matro puts it, �the 

very manner or conditions of perception and love.�132  

 It is Morris Beja's contention that epiphany is associated with the most complex 

experiences and the most subtle themes of modern fiction; in addition, epiphany is one of the 

most useful and central techniques which may also be applied to modern drama.133 The use of 

epiphany may benefit the narrative by serving as a connecting or integrating device, bringing 

together many of the main threads of a novel without the need to explain or summarise 

explicitly the aim of the text.134 As a structural device, epiphany may mark climaxes in a 

narrative, or, through the sudden recollection of the past, it may introduce a flashback, which 

reveals some necessary background.135 It may also function as a cover, because through the 

characters' moments of understanding the novelist is able to remain beyond his work and let 
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the characters transcend themselves and see into the deepest truth of things.136 Not quite an 

epiphany, but rather �the sudden arrest, poise, moment captured � in a flowing shade and 

sunlight world�137 can be found in Katherine Mansfield�s �Bliss,� in which the protagonist, 

Bertha, lives from one bliss to another, trying to convince herself of the fact that her life is 

�adorable,� �wonderful,� �superb� and �absolutely satisfactory.�138 Both the powerful feeling 

of bliss and Bertha�s obvious incapacity to verbalize her state of mind provide a startling 

contrast to the brief, rare moments of �sudden arrest.� According to Walter E. Anderson, 

�Bliss� exemplifies �the kind of joy� which every author �must feel when [s]he successfully 

detaches the object from [her]self.�139 This is to say, even though Mansfield empathises with 

her protagonist, she also separates herself from Bertha�s thoughts.  
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3.   From Unimagined Existence to the Fragment of Awareness 

The following three sub-chapters will examine Agee�s documentary expression in Famous 

Men. There is a noticeable tension between the politics of representation and aesthetics in the 

book, and Agee calls attention to that relationship. The first subchapter concentrates solely 

on the manner in which Agee portrays the sharecroppers and their circumstances, that is, the 

ultimate poverty or �unimagined existence� which they endure daily. This extraordinary 

record of the reality, or Agee�s linguistic construct of the reality he experiences, constitutes a 

large part of what Famous Men is about. I would argue that the sensitive yet revealing 

sentences aim to tell the truth with no numbing clichés or an attempt to reduce the 

multileveled life into an objective social study. 

  In the second subchapter the focus will fall on Agee�s attitudes and the ways he treats 

his subject. The author�s relationship with his subject is an important issue: his struggle 

against the objectification of the sharecroppers is a constant problem: 

.�how, looking thus into your eyes and seeing thus, how each of you is a creature 
which has never in all time existed before and which shall never in all time exist again . 
. . how am I to speak of you as �tenant� �farmers,� as �representatives� of your �class,� 
as social integers in a criminal economy�.? (FM, 88)  

  
 The third subchapter provides some background for the discussion on the readers� responses 

regarding Famous Men. Therefore, there will be a brief introduction of three reader-response 

theories by Stanley Fish, David Bleich and Wolfgang Iser. Admittedly, as this complicated 

and ambiguous book obtains a number of aspects and attitudes, it may also have a great 

number of different, even contrasting readings. Some of the possible reader responses are 

presented in this thesis. 
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3.1.  Depiction of Poverty 

James Agee and Walker Evans's intention was to fulfil the documentary promise and speak 

"the language of reality," which never can be spoken.140 Agee did not respect greatly the 

contemporary way of categorising − even disgracing − the subjects of the social studies and 

documentary books, and accordingly, his text represents a revolt against the automatism of 

the documentary school. He writes: 

.� everything is to be discerned, for him who can discern it, and centrally and simply, 
without either dissection into science, or digestion into art . . .  all of consciousness is 
shifted from the imagined, the revisive, to the effort to perceive simply the cruel 
radiance of what is. (FM, 9) 
 

In his depiction of sharecroppers Agee violates expectations deliberately; although his 

method is partly a case study, it is not a traditional one due to the fact that he does not 

attempt to make any generalisations, or to find a representative or average type of person. 

Conversely, he discusses the sharecroppers mostly one at the time, and on their own terms. 

This kind of �communicating reality� is a conscious choice, and Agee justifies it by saying:      

" �. each of you is a creature which has never in all time existed before and which shall 

never in all time exist again and which is not quite like any other .�� (FM, 88) Agee does 

not stress and dramatise the sharecroppers' role in society because this may be seen clearly 

enough through the recording of their personal lives.141 Of the sharecroppers themselves, 

Agee writes what he sees in the room where the Gudgers sleep: 

George�s red body, already a little squat with the burden of thirty years, knotted like 
oakwood, in its clean white cotton summer union suit that it sleeps in; and his wife�s 
beside him, Annie Mae�s, slender, and sharpened through with bone, that ten years past 
must have had such beauty, and now is veined at the breast, and the skin of the breast 
translucent, delicately shrivelled, and blue, . . . and the tough little body of Junior, 
hardskinned and gritty, the feet crusted with sores; and the milky and strengthless littler 
body of Burt whose veins are so bright in his temples. (FM, 51-52)  
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In addition to the depiction of people, Agee�s obsessive attention to sensory detail is 

distinctively seen in his accurate description of the sharecroppers� physical actuality, in other 

words their money, housing, clothing, education and work. He describes each item 

separately, attempting to combine his textual passion with �a painter�s concentration on form 

and color.�142 The following lyrical representation of the structure and tone of a 

sharecropper�s denim overalls is found in a thirty-page chapter called �Clothing:� 

[Through hard use the] whole fabric is shrunken to size, which was bought large. The 
whole shape, texture, color, finally substance, all are changed. The shape, particularly 
along the urgent frontage of the thighs, so that the whole structure of the knee and 
musculature of the thigh is sculptured there; . . . The texture and the color change in 
union, by sweat, sun, laundering . . . into a region and scale of blues, subtle, delicious, 
and deft beyond what I have ever seen elsewhere approached except in rare skies, the 
smoky light some days are filmed with, and some of the blues of Cézanne. (FM, 236)   
 

It must be noted that every singe discussion of clothing is strictly personalised with the 

particular individual who wears the piece of clothing. Also, Agee draws distinctions between 

the separate families claiming that �Mrs. Woods, dressing herself and her family in so little 

that was ever intended for human beings to wear, is �below normal,� and Mrs. Ricketts 

below� and far aside from it.� (FM, 243) Agee is of the opinion that Mrs. Gudger, as opposed 

to the other women, has more inherent self-respect and taste in her care for her family�s 

outfitting: 

Mrs. Gudger feels intense social and perhaps �spiritual� distinctions between the kinds 
of cloth in their meanings: and that with as little money as Mrs. Woods and hardly 
more than Mrs. Ricketts has, her success in keeping to one side of this line is the result 
of an effort and strain as intense as her feeling. In this she differs from and is �above� 
the �normal�. (FM, 243) 

 
 Perhaps the plainest outfit of all the tenant farmers is considered to be Mrs. Ricketts�s dress, 

which is discussed as follows: 

[I]t is the most primitive sewn and designed garment I have ever seen. It is made of a 
coarse tan cotton . . . It is shaped like a straight-sided bell, with a little hole at the top 
for the head to stick through, the cloth slit from the neck to below the breasts and held 
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together if I remember rightly with a small snarl of shoelace; the bare arms sticking 
through the holes at the sides, the skirt ending a little below the knee, the whole dress 
standing out a little from the body on all sides like a child�s youngest cartoons, not 
belted, and too stiffened perhaps with dirt to fall into any folds other than the broadest 
and plainest, the skirt so broad away from her at the bottom that, with her little feet 
and legs standing down from inside it, for all their beauty they seem comic sticks, and 
she, a grievous resemblance to newspaper drawings of timid men in barrels labelled 
John Q. Public. (FM, 245) 

  
 The depiction of poverty is striking in its vivid details; at the same time the text also implies 

that there is a great difficulty in improving one�s appearances, in case poverty is combined 

with depression and hopelessness. In other words, even a slightest endeavour at changing 

one�s outfit would be likely to demand a special effort in this environment. 

  In the same way Agee examines the housing: he strives to convey the sharecroppers� 

thoughts and feelings about the lack of comfort, as well as the hurt of being forced to endure 

such wretchedness. An eighty-page segment in the centre of the book titled �Shelter: an 

Outline� includes a chapter �General habitability,� in which Agee illustrates how one 

consequence of poverty, a low quality of the house structure, determines a lack of privacy 

and cleanliness of the families: 

[T]wo of Gudger�s four rooms are so badly made as to be uninhabitable. There is no 
possibility of privacy at any time for any purpose. The water facilities are such as to 
hold laundering and personal cleanliness at or beneath its traditional minimum; to 
virtual nullity during the cold months of the year, and, in the case of the Ricketts and 
Woods, the water is very probably unhealthful. (FM, 184) 

 
 Agee rarely conveys direct comments from the sharecroppers, but in the following excerpt he 

emphasises his thoughts with the words by Mrs. Gudger who is capable of expressing her 

aesthetic frustration: 

[T]hey live in a steady shame and insult of discomforts, insecurities, and inferiorities, 
piecing these together into whatever semblance of comfortable living they can, and the 
whole of it is a stark nakedness of makeshifts and the lack of means: yet they are also, 
of course, profoundly anesthetized. The only direct opinion I got on the houses as such 
was from Mrs. Gudger, and it was, with the tears coming to her eyes, �Oh, I do hate 
this house so bad! Seems like they ain�t nothing in the whole world I can do to make it 
pretty.� (FM, 184) 
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 Agee applies his extraordinary energy and seriousness to making an inventory of the furniture 

in the Gudgers� hallway: 

The one static fixture in the hallway is at the rear, just beyond the kitchen door. It is a 
wooden shelf, waist-high, and on this shelf, a bucket, a dipper, a basin, and usually a 
bar of soap, and hanging from a nail just above, a towel. The basin is granite-ware, 
small for a man�s hands, with rustmarks in the bottom. The bucket is a regular 
galvanized two-gallon bucket, a little dented, and smelling and touching a little of a 
fishy-metallic kind of shine and grease beyond any power of cleaning. (FM, 132) 
  

  Naturally, the inventory is slow-going due to the fact that words cannot communicate 

simultaneity. As Agee himself puts it: �Ultimately, it is intended that this record and analysis 

be exhaustive, with no detail, however trivial it may seem, left untouched, no relevancy 

avoided, which lies within the power of remembrance to maintain, of the intelligence to 

perceive, and of the spirit to persist in.� (FM, x) Indeed, there is a logic to Agee�s 

cataloguing: as Stott notes, it is obvious that if a single concrete instance gives a little 

validity, a number of instances have to make facts seem even more reliable.143  

The excerpt above does not, as could be expected from the usual documentary tone, 

shame the reader with the misery of the deprived. Instead, it may be interpreted as a direct 

and unbiased report of what Agee actually saw, and, intriguingly, the qualities of things that 

are described do come to life to the reader: it is fairly easy to imagine the water that �tastes a 

little ticklish and nasty for drinking, though it is still all right for washing� (FM, 132) and the 

towel that �is half a floursack, with the blue and red and black printing still faint on it.� (FM, 

133) Despite the harsh texture of the towel, Agee notes that when �[t]aken clean and dry, it 

is the pleasantest cloth [he] know[s] for a towel. Beyond that, it is particularly clammy, 

clinging, and dirty-feeling.� (FM, 133) The reader can �feel� the ��lava� or �oatmeal� soap, 

whose rough texture is pleasing and convincing to a person who works with his hands. The 
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white soaps smell sharply of lye: again, the odor is cleansing.� (FM, 133). The depiction 

conveys a glimpse of poverty explicitly with no exaggeration.  

Again, another outcome of economic hardship may be seen in the fact that it is never 

possible to own one�s house. In Agee�s view, this might have a negative effect on the 

sharecroppers� overall emotional health. After seeing a few modest but privately owned 

farms, he writes his impressions of the houses: 

�. none of them any richer-looking than tenant farms; yet living was a little different 
on them and a little less pointless. Even in the smoke that wrinkled up out of their 
chimneys and lavished lazily like the tail of a pleased cat and in the keen odors of fire 
and breakfast that lay occasionally across the road, there was a little more security than 
in these same on a tenant farm, and a little more of the sense of a family planted in one 
place and coming up like a tree, even if it was a starved tree. (FM, 378) 
 
Using rather monotonous and repetitive language, as though to indicate the reality of 

the lives that are condemned to endless hardship for the rest of their days, Agee clarifies 

adequately the sharecroppers� income opportunities during both the more bearable and the 

least tolerable months. 

During six to seven months of each year, then � that is, during exactly such time as 
their labor with the cotton is of absolute necessity to the landlord � they can be sure of 
whatever living is possible in rations advances and in cottonseed money. (FM, 102) 

  
 Agee records systematically the exact sums of money which the tenants earn during the 

picking and ginning season, for example: �At the normal price, a half-sharing tenant gets 

about six dollars a bale from his share of the cottonseed. A one-mule, half-sharing tenant 

makes on the average three bales.� (FM, 103) The unavoidable destitution of the rest of the 

year is illustrated accordingly: 

During five to six months of the year, of which three are the hardest months of any 
year, with the worst of weather, the least adequacy of shelter, the worst and least of 
food, the worst of health, quite normal and inevitable, they can count on nothing 
except that they may hope least of all for any help from their landlords. (FM, 102-103) 
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 All this extreme struggle for survival naturally has an effect on the spirit and ethics of the 

labourer. Agee makes it clear how destructive this kind of work is for the joy and enjoyment 

of life. He describes the effects of the harshness of labour in detail: 

[Cotton farming] is only one among the many jobs by which a tenant family must stay 
alive, and deflects all these others, and receives still other light from their more 
personal need, reward, and value, its meanings are much more complex than those of 
most jobs: it is a strong stale magnet among many others more weak and more yielding 
of life and hope . . . It seems to me it is only through such a complex of meanings that a 
tenant can feel, toward that crop, toward each plant in it, toward all that work, what he 
and all grown women too appear to feel, a particular automatism, a quiet, apathetic, 
and inarticulate yet deeply vindictive hatred, and at the same time utter 
hopelessness,�. (FM, 289)  

 
 The woefulness of the circumstances is not relieved by the nourishment either. Agee reports a 

typical sharecropper meal, its texture, odour and taste in such a concrete and exact manner 

that it does not demand a great effort to conjure up an idea of what their food must have 

been like: it contained a lot of fat and it was unbalanced because there was hardly any 

variation in it; in all probability it lacked fibres, vitamins, minerals and other essential 

nutrients. Of course, the excessive frying of food reduced its nutritional value, too. 

The biscuits are large and shapeless, not cut round, and are pale, not tanned, and are 
dusty with flour. They taste of flour and soda and damp salt and fill the mouth stickily . 
. . The butter is pallid, soft, and unsalted, about the texture of cold-cream; it seems to 
taste delicately of wood and wet cloth; and it tastes �weak� . . . The broth is soaked up 
in bread. The meat is a bacon, granular with salt, soaked in the grease of its frying: 
there is very little lean meat in it. What there is is nearly as tough as rind; the rest is 
pure salted stringy fat. The eggs taste of pork too. They are fried in it on both sides 
until none of the broken yolk runs, are heavily salted and peppered while they fry, so 
that they come to table nearly black, very heavy, rinded with crispness, nearly as dense 
as steaks. (FM, 366) 

 
 In addition, the reality and consequences of living in poverty are seen in the sharecroppers� 

children, too. For example, in a chapter called �Education� Agee pays attention to the fact 

that they are not able to attend school as regularly as other pupils because of their duty to 

help their parents at home. The high rate of absenteeism also occurs due to the fact that wet 

weather in winter ruins the roads so that the school bus cannot risk leaving the highway, and 
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the poorest children who live at a long distance from tax-maintained roads have to walk �in 

clay which in stretches is knee-deep on a child.� (FM, 261) Other difficulties are explained as 

follows: 

They are much too innocent to understand the profits of docility. They have to wear 
clothes and shoes which make them the obvious butts of most of the children. They 
come of a family which is marked and poor even among the poor whites, and are 
looked down on even by most levels of the tenant class. They are uncommonly 
sensitive, open, trusting, easily hurt, and amazed by meanness and by cruelty, and their 
ostracism is of a sort to inspire savage loyalty among them. They are indeed 
�problems�; and the �problem� will not be simplified as these �over�sexed and anarchic 
children shift into adolescence. (FM, 268) 

 
 Moreover, the learning opportunities are severely lessened both directly and indirectly as a 

result of economic deprivation. As an adult, then, the outcome of the lack of proper 

schooling is easily noticed: 

An adult tenant writes and spells and reads painfully and hesitantly as a child does and 
is incapable of any save the manifest meanings of any but the simplest few hundred 
words, and is all but totally incapable of absorbing, far less correlating, far less critically 
examining, any �ideas� whether true or false; or even physical facts beyond the simplest 
and most visible. (FM, 270) 

 
 It may be noticed that Agee carefully avoids mechanical characterisations as well as 

patronising of the tenants; he does not stigmatise them as uneducated or ignorant. Instead, 

when describing their educational level and mental capabilities, he concentrates mainly on 

separate details and features. Furthermore, as may be seen in the passage above, he also 

alludes to the idea that everything that is printed as eternal fact in the textbook is not 

necessarily true; the �facts� are more like �ideas� that can be criticised. When he describes 

the skills and talents of the sharecropper children, he writes that �Pearl Woods . . . [is] using 

her mind and her senses much more subtly than is ever indicated or �taught� in school: 

whether her peculiar intelligence will find engagement or ruin in the squarehead cogs of 

public schooling is another matter.� (FM, 267) Thus, instead of focusing excessively on the 

children�s learning difficulties, Agee highlights his doubts about the schooling system. He 
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seems to be of the opinion that even though education may be the sharecroppers� only �hope 

and cure,� (FM, 271) it is also their �deadliest enemy and deceiver.� (FM, 271) Agee justifies 

his argumentation by stating that the contents of the children�s textbooks are �completely 

irrelevant to the life they are living,� (FM, 276) with  

�. no setting before the students of �economic� or �social� or �political� �facts� and of 
their situation within these �facts,� no attempt made to clarify or even slightly to relieve 
the situation between the white and negro races . . . [no attempt] to interest a child in 
using or in discovering his senses and judgment . . . no attempt to clarify spoken and 
written words whose power of deceit even at the simplest is vertiginous,�. (FM, 258) 

 
According to Agee, the textbooks ignore the actuality in which the rural poor children live. 

At the beginning of Famous Men he inserts a quotation from a third-grade geography 

textbook which discusses children in �far-away lands� in which �we shall wish to learn what 

our world brothers and sisters eat.� (FM, xiv) Obviously, the tenant children will never be 

able to travel far from their home district, and on the basis of such irrelevant �illusions of 

knowledge� (FM, 258) in textbooks, Agee calls the whole educational system �the very 

property of the world�s misunderstanding.� (FM, 256) In saying that �murder is being done, 

against nearly every individual in the planet,� (FM, 271) he implies that the system only 

serves as an instrument for moral and intellectual devastation. He admits that he cannot solve 

the educational problem, but expresses the wish that in future children would be �less 

dreadfully crippled than they are, a great deal more nearly capable of living well, a great deal 

more nearly aware, each of them, of their own dignity in existence�.� (FM, 259) 

 In summary, Agee seems to say that the problem of the pupil is in fact the problem of 

the teacher, and beyond that, the problem of the educational system, or society. The point 

Agee makes is that �innocent,� plain children cannot be educated without also transforming 

them into something other. Instead of trying to integrate the children with the educational 

system, the teaching should be adjusted to serve the needs of the children, to help them to 

help and protect themselves, without changing and corrupting their nature. Even though 
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Agee cannot find any immediate or practical solution to the misuse of education, I would like 

to suggest that he implicitly supports the re-education of the educated.   

 

3.2.     Agee and the Sharecroppers; Otherness and Alienation 

Kenneth Seib suggests that Famous Men is flawed in its moral view. He introduces 

Trilling's144 opinion which claims that the idea of moral failure does not derive from the belief 

that Agee would have falsified the reality and appeared as sentimental or pious, but from the 

fact that "he writes of his people as if there were no human unregenerateness in them, no 

flicker of malice or meanness, no darkness or wildness of feeling�. "145 But, as Seib 

contradicts Trilling, Agee does record his own opinions and experience "through his own 

consciousness,"146 that is to say, Agee chooses to use himself as the central consciousness 

through which he wants to filter his experience. Agee is not politically neutral; neither does 

he recede into the background, letting the sharecroppers' words do the work. He interprets 

and shapes the reality he experiences, but also self-consciously discusses his own emotional 

difficulty regarding his and Evans' social distance from the sharecroppers, as well as the 

overall justification of their task: "Why we make this book, and set it at large, and by what 

right, and for what purpose, and to what good end, or none�.� (FM, 7) 

The term othering refers to the process in which a dominant group, in this case the 

middle-class reader or the academic writer, positions another group as morally or 

intellectually inferior.147 The subject of Famous Men, the sharecropper, represents �the other� 

in every respect: the tenant deviates from the assumed middle-class reader as well as Agee 

and Evans who may be regarded as urban intellectuals. But, in contrast to the process of 
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othering, as Richard H. Pells claims in his book Radical Visions & American Dreams, Agee 

realises that it is the writer�s duty �to raise the value of a given subject.�148 Furthermore, in 

his article �The Other Side of Dialogue: On Making the Other Strange and the Experience of 

Otherness,� Z. D. Gurevitch states that it is commonly assumed that the extent of the mutual 

communication as well as understanding between people depends �on the supposition of the 

sameness of self and other.�149 From this point of view, �otherness of the other is conceived 

as an obstacle to achieving mutual understanding.�150 Nonetheless, as Gurevitch also 

remarks, when �the otherness of the other� is discovered and discussed, it also increases �the 

awareness of being separate and different from and strange to one another.�151  

In Famous Men, the appearance of strangeness and otherness reveals the substantive 

distance between the middle-class world and the tenant world. However, the sharecroppers 

were not intended to be coldly documented without a considerate filter, and thus their 

inherent qualities were deliberately not brought too intimately in front of the audience. 

Therefore, I would claim that the author�s appreciation of the sharecroppers� reality 

motivates the reader�s desire to know �the other� better, without experiencing an insuperable 

gulf between the two opposing worlds. In addition, Agee uses his dialogue, which consists of 

fact and meditation, as interplay between otherness and familiarity throughout the book. 

Accordingly, no issue regarding the sharecropper is straightforward or self-explanatory. For 

example, Stott confirms that Agee never claims that the sharecroppers would be �free of 

human unregenerateness.�152 In �Recessional and Vortex� Agee writes as follows: 
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Here I can only say that in the people of [the rural South] you care most for, pretty 
nearly without exception you must reckon in traits, needs, diseases, and above all mere 
natural habits, differing from our own, of a casualness, apathy, self-interest, 
unconscious, offhand, and deliberated cruelty, in relation toward extra-human life and 
toward negroes, terrible enough to freeze your blood or to break your heart or to 
propel you toward murder; and that you must reckon them as �innocent� even of the 
worst of this. (FM, 190) 

  
 It can be detected that in Agee�s view, the tenants are �innocent� in spite of their flaws and 

vices. They do not represent the essential goodness of the common man or woman, but they 

are, as Pells puts it, �just terribly limited men whose capacity for evil [is] as great as their 

more �civilized� counterparts.�153 Consequently, the sharecroppers may be interpreted as both 

�the other� and �the same� in relation to Agee, Evans, the reader and any other individual. 

Admittedly, Agee's attitude toward the sharecroppers is humble; he discusses them as folk-

heroes, as �famous� men and women, respecting their natural need to maintain dignity. It may 

even be claimed that Agee might have felt that he owed these people the respectful attitude 

due to their sincerity and hospitality. After all, not many celebrities who are generally 

considered �famous� or �important� would accept a journalist and a photographer to stay 

with them for a month documenting the evidence of their less admirable characteristics, and 

then allow them to publicize their findings without any censorship. 

In addition, as noted when discussing the ways the documentary persuades its 

audience, the vicarious method that Agee represents may be said to be efficient partly 

because the firsthand experiencer's, in this case Agee's, reactions and feelings to events may 

be seen as important as the facts themselves. Therefore, if the reader agrees with Agee's truth 

of the sharecroppers' reality together with his depiction of ultimate poverty, he also tends to 

feel more trustful about his emotions and his philosophy of life. Agee's positive and noble 

vision of the people he describes may be seen in his notion of humankind:  
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In every child who is born, under no matter what circumstances, and of no matter what 
parents, the potentiality of the human race is born again: and in him, too, once more, 
and of each of us, our terrific responsibility towards human life; towards the utmost 
idea of goodness, of the horror of error, and of God. (FM, 255) 
 

 Hence it may be stated that although the main concern in Agee's thought is the sharecropper, 

it is also the whole humankind whose qualities and values are reflected through the depiction 

of sharecroppers. This philosophical discussion functions in the same way as other human 

documentary texts: it strives to affect the reader by equating the oppressed with the audience, 

and thus convincing the latter that the people discussed are just like �you and me;� valuable 

as such, and worth treating with respect. 

If Agee's so-called �lack of moral realism� is considered a conscious choice, as 

assumed in my thesis, it may not be called failure but the author's personal expression of 

opinion. The photographs taken by Evans support the idea of dignity and respect due to the 

fact that they represent people who obviously have had time to prepare themselves for the 

photographic session; the camera did not capture them by surprise, or in situations where 

they might have felt most vulnerable. Still, the pictures may not be interpreted as being 

escapist because they reveal the actuality; poverty is showed in an honest although aesthetic 

nature, not impudently. 

Irving Horowitz discusses the term alienation in his book Winners and Losers. He 

explains that alienation is the synonym of separation, and the antonym of integration.154 

Those who are defined as alienated are separated from objects in the world, from other 

people, and from other people�s ideas about the world. Horowitz points out that according to 

the traditional assumption alienation is seen as a negative concept, and alienated individuals 

are commonly considered as �somehow lacking.�155 Due to this disadvantage alienated 
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people should be integrated.156 Horowitz nonetheless states that in the modern usage of the 

concept of alienation there is a belief that alienation is no better or no worse than integration. 

Either of them is able to serve positive social ends. Alienation can serve as a motivating force 

behind revolution, whereas integration can be considered to generate new forms of 

separation, in other words alienation, from the mainstream.157  Pells argues that, on the one 

hand, it is Agee�s belief that �every creature on earth [is] eternally condemned to loneliness 

and isolation, each family separate and �remote,� each person absorbed with his own troubles 

and unable to care about or even imagine the difficulties of others.�158 Agee also seems to be 

of the opinion that �the fashionable collectivism� would only �destroy a man�s uniqueness 

and integrity.�159 It may be argued that Agee�s stylistic choices, such as his method of 

emphasising details and fragments, contribute to Pells� view of Agee�s opposition to 

integration and collectivism. For example, he directs the reader�s attention to the tattered 

remnants of calendars, magazine covers and advertisements on the wall of the Ricketts� 

house. As James S. Miller points out, it seems that in Agee�s text, they become �bits,� 

�lumps,� or �pieces� of a specific, lived local past instead of �mass-produced, standardized 

signifiers of a new corporate-industrial age.�160  

[O]ther calendars and farm magazine covers or advertisements of dog-love; the blessed 
fireside coziness of the poor; indian virgins watching their breasts in pools or paddling 
up moonlit aisles of foliage; fullblown blondes in luminous frocks leaning back in 
swings, or taking coca-cola through straws, or beneath evening palmleaves, accepting 
cigarettes from young men in white monkey-coats, happy young housewives at 
resplendent stoves in sunloved kitchens . . . all such as these overlaid in complexes and 
textured with the names and numberings of days months years and phases of the moon 
and with words and phrases and names such as . . .  Railroad Age, Maxwell House, 
They Satisfy, Mexico Mexico, The Pause that Refreshes . . . Love�s Gift Divine, You 
Can�t Afford NOT, Soft, Lovely Hands . . . et cetera. (FM, 175-176) 
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Also, as Margaret Olin points out, the manner in which Agee treats and discusses each object 

separately in his inventories, suggests isolation.161 But, as Pells continues his discussion, on 

the other hand, Agee cannot overlook the social ties that provide the context to the writer�s 

as well as the reader�s understanding of the sharecroppers� personality and values.162  

In a chapter named �July 1936� in Famous Men there are three sections which 

illustrate Agee�s sense of alienation from the sharecroppers and their reality. In each episode 

Agee attempts to establish contact and a good rapport with people he respects, but each 

effort ends in failure. In the first one, �Late Sunday Morning,� a �middling well-to-do 

landowner� (FM, 24) arranges an interview between Agee, Evans and a few nervous, 

suspicious blacks. At the end of this meeting, three young black singers are asked to perform 

some music for Agee and Evans. Agee�s guilt and desperate need to communicate with these 

men, as well as his desire to show respect to them, is evident: 

Meanwhile, and during all this singing, I had been sick in the knowledge that they felt 
they were here at our demand, mine and Walker�s, and that I could communicate 
nothing otherwise; and now, in a perversion of self-torture, I played my part through. I 
gave their leader fifty cents, trying at the same time, through my eyes, to communicate 
much more, and said I was sorry we had held them up and that I hoped they would not 
be late; and he thanked me for them in a dead voice, not looking me in the eye, and 
they went away, putting their white hats on their heads as they walked into the 
sunlight. (FM, 28) 
 

It is significant that neither Agee nor the singers wish to be present in the situation, and 

therefore, the whole event seems rather awkward and artificial. There exists an 

insurmountable, rigid hierarchy between the persons involved: the landowner is the singers� 

foreman and thus he is the one who gives orders, whereas the workers� duty is to obey him. 

Besides the economic power, the landlord has a high social status due to his white skin 

colour. Indeed, Agee describes the racist attitudes of the thirties in the South of the United 
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States in writing that �no negro safely walks away from a white man, or even appears not to 

listen while he is talking.� (FM, 39) It may be stated that Agee and Evans�s position is that  

of a guest: they are strangers and outsiders in this dual society. Since they do not belong to 

either of the classes, they cannot establish any satisfactory relationship with people who only 

consider them as intruders.     

In the second incident, �At the Forks,� Agee and Evans have lost their way on an 

unfamiliar country road and stop to ask directions from three poor whites. The two men are, 

once again, greeted with suspicion and mistrust: �None of them relieved me for an instant of 

their eyes; at the intersection of those three tones of force I was transfixed as between 

spearheads as I talked.� (FM, 31) Although Agee is happy to notice that the woman and her 

husband become slightly softer toward them, it is nonetheless obvious that genuine 

communication between these people from different worlds is not possible. The incident 

represents not only Agee�s feeling of alienation but also the trio�s alienation from those they 

consider as �other.� In his book The Creative Process of James Agee, James Lowe discerns 

that Agee depicts the woman, the man and their demented relative as somehow damaged: �ill 

strung,� �hopelessly damaged,� walleyed,� and it is their �consuming hatred of everything 

except themselves� which �divides them from the rest of the world.�163 Deducing from this 

statement, it can be assumed that the trio�s conception of �other people� includes all the 

people other than themselves, not solely Agee and Evans. Again, as with the black singers, 

Agee�s great desire is to wish these people well and make them feel that he and Evans are on 

their side. But, as before, he is helplessly invalid in communicating his thoughts: 

I had not the heart at all to say, Better luck to you, but then if I remember rightly I did 
say it, and, saying it or not, and unable to communicate to them at all what my feelings 
were, I walked back the little distance to the car with my shoulders and the back of my 
neck more scalded-feeling than if the sun were on them. (FM, 33-34) 
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The third episode, �Near a Church,� will be discussed in a slightly different light in the 

next chapter, �Agee and the Reader.� But here, the incident with the young black couple 

represents another lack of success. Again, the author is denied the information he seeks: In 

�At the Forks� he writes that he and Evans �did not find what [they] sought,� (FM, 33) and 

in �Near a Church�, after asking the couple �what [he] had followed them to ask; they said 

the thing it is usually safest for negroes to say, that they did not know.� (FM, 39)  Just like 

the singers and the farm people, the young woman and man guard themselves against 

outsiders. Consequently, the end result of each episode is that the journalist cannot find 

himself any closer to his subjects than before. It seems that it is either Agee or the interviewee 

who turns his back and walks away eventually. As a result, Agee remains alienated from his 

subjects in the same manner as they remain alienated from the journalist and the 

photographer, the �spies.�164 These early passages show that Agee�s overwhelming care and 

affection are not genuine at the beginning of Agee and Evans�s journey, but rather essentially 

spurious because they stem from �self-hatred and middle-class guilt.�165 

The Marxian concept of alienation emphasises the person�s estrangement from work. 

Erich Fromm modifies the term as follows: �By alienation is meant a mode of experience in 

which the person experiences himself as alien. He has become, one might say, estranged from 

himself.�166 This is exactly what happens to Agee during the three events. Lowe pays 

attention to the disparateness of the people in Famous Men, Agee in particular. Thus, it is 

Lowe�s contention that these three episodes, especially the first and the last, are illustrative 

examples of �Agee�s sense of his own disparate self.�167 In simpler terms, during and after 

these experiences, Agee feels that his words and actions contradict his real thoughts and 
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feelings as his genuine self. Agee�s �disparateness� may also be interpreted as his being 

alienated from himself. Further, this sense of alienation induces him to call himself �a bodyless 

eye,� �a spy,� in other terms �the other� in proportion to the sharecroppers.  

In Famous Men, Agee�s alienation from his self is further expanded into alienation 

from his family and origins. He was born in Knoxville, Tennessee, and consequently, although 

he is an urban writer as an adult, he was once a Southerner, too. It is obvious that Agee has 

personal motives when he strives to learn to know the sharecropper families. Famous Men is 

concerned with the searching of his �spiritual� family together with the acquisition of identity. 

On the basis of his experienced contraries within himself, he attempts to discover who he is 

and what he believes. In his study James Agee and the Legend of Himself, Alan Spiegel calls 

Agee an ��orphan� − not by birth, but by experience � because he finds himself increasingly 

isolated in the present as a result of his enforced severance from parental or ancestral origins 

in the recent or remote past.�168 I would claim that �Induction� includes perhaps the most 

personal and intimate passage in the book; it depicts Agee�s thoughts during a long and 

lonely journey from Birmingham, Alabama, to the Gudgers� house in which he is going to 

spend his first night. Agee�s reflections return to his �poor�bitched family� (FM, 339.) as 

well as to his concerns of his own identity: 

My father, my grandfather, my poor damned tragic, not unusually tragic, bitched family 
and all these millions of each individual people that only want to live in kindness and 
decency, you never live an inch without involvement and hurting people and �ing 
yourself everlastingly and only the hard bastards come through, I�m not born and can�t 
be that hard apparently and God � Genius and Works of Art anyway and who the hell 
am I, who in Jesus� name am I. (FM, 339) 
 

Further, he thinks back upon his �alien� life in the urban world and difficulties in writing:  

.�all this city-business�was not really satisfactory: it was as alien, indeed as 
betraying, of the true and only possible satisfaction of our need and purpose as when, 
unable to sustain any instant longer of the effort, the pain, the loneliness, to do the 
piece of work you would give all your blood to do�. (FM, 343) 
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Agee feels that �[a]ll it had brought me, was this terrible frustration.� (FM, 343) So, Agee is 

of the opinion that it is, in fact, this frustration that has led him �to this place scarce knowing 

why [he] came, to the heart and heart�s blood of [his] business and [his] need.� (FM, 343) It 

may thus be deduced that Agee intends to find the fulfilment to his �need� in Alabama, in 

addition to his aim to write about a farmer and his plight. As a result, he writes as much 

about himself and the nature of his relation to the tenants as about the sharecroppers.  

In �Second Introit� Agee appears to find a sort of resolution to his emotional crisis 

when he understands, as John P. Hussey puts it, �that his search has all along been less for 

�subjects� for a magazine piece than for his own lost inheritance.�169 He enters the house of 

the Gudgers late at night and is welcomed by George and Annie Mae Gudger, whom his 

arrival awakens from sleep. Mrs Gudger prepares him a meal, and as Agee eats it, his hosts 

attend him. Agee realises that these people are not alien to him, and that he is finally able to 

see them from a genuinely appreciative perspective that Hussey calls �transcendent.�170 

.�as I sat between the close walls of this hallway, which opened upon wide night at 
either end, between these two somberly sleepy people in the soft smile of the light, 
eating from unsorted plates with tin-tasting implements the heavy, plain, traditional 
food which was spread before me, the feeling increased itself upon me that at the end 
of a wandering and seeking, so long it had begun before I was born, I had apprehended 
and now sat at rest in my own home, between the two who . . .  seemed not other than 
my own parents, in whose patience I was so different, so diverged, so strange as I was; 
and all that surrounded me, that silently strove in through my senses and stretched me 
full, was familiar and dear to me as nothing else on earth, and as if well known in a 
deep past and long years lost; so that I could wish that all my chance life was in truth 
the betrayal, the curable delusion, that it seemed, and that this was my right home, right 
earth, right blood . . . and in all the time we have stayed in this house, and in all we 
have sought, and in each detail of it, there is so keen, sad, and precious a nostalgia as I 
can scarcely otherwise know; a knowledge of brief truancy into the sources of my life, 
whereto I have no rightful access, having paid no price beyond love and sorrow. (FM, 
365-366) 
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Indeed, it is not only Agee who makes discoveries of the sharecroppers, but also the 

sharecroppers who make a difference in Agee�s life during the brief time they live together. It 

may be declared that, in spite of all difficulties, a connection between Agee and the tenants is 

established, and the people who represent opposite lifestyles do meet, however briefly. I 

would contend that the book is a proof of the fact that there can exist affection and an 

exchange of hopes and dreams between people who wish to communicate without any 

ulterior motive, in an honest and sincere manner.  

As Horowitz remarks, there is no �experience� mentioned in Marx�s definition of 

alienation. Instead of Fromm�s emphasis on �experience,� Marx views alienation as the 

worker�s response to the fact that labour is external to him.171 In other words, the worker has 

to deny his own feelings and sacrifice all his strength and energy for work that only humiliates 

him, as well as demolishes his mind and body. Marx is of the opinion that the worker�s labour 

is forced, not voluntary, and he cannot feel any satisfaction of the work because someone else 

reaps the fruits of his labour. Furthermore, it is also the worker himself that belongs to the 

one who owns his labour.172 This is in fact the way that Agee sees the situation of the 

sharecroppers, too. In �Work� he describes their frustration: 

�.the center of all their existence, the central work, that by which they have their land, 
their shelter, their living, that which they must work for no reward more than this, 
because they do not own themselves, and without hope or interest, that which they 
cannot eat and get no money of but which is at the center of their duty and greatest 
expense of strength and spirit, the cultivation and harvesting of cotton. (FM, 286-287) 

 
In such work the worker alienates himself, that is to say, he feels outside himself. The lack of 

motivation and genuine satisfaction may even be interpreted as, in Marx�s words, �the loss of 

his self.�173 It is worth noting that Agee does not intend to discredit the value of their work; 

he criticises the fact that the work �is undertaken without choice or the thought of chance of 
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choice� as well as the fact that they receive so little in return. (FM, 282) This kind of writing 

is Agee�s most effective declaration against the unjust tenant system because it exposes the 

heartlessness of the situation: the sharecropper�s consciousness is diminished and his use of 

intelligence and emotions is atrophied. Interestingly, in his book Walden (1854) Henry 

Thoreau, who may be claimed to be one of Agee�s predecessors, criticises the economic 

system, which controls everything that the working people do. He states, similarly to Agee, 

that workers are imprisoned by their work:  

But men labor under a mistake. The better part of the man is soon ploughed into the 
soil for compost. By a seeming fate, commonly called necessity, they are employed, as 
it says in an old book, laying up treasures which moth and rust will corrupt and thieves 
break through and steal. It is a fool�s life, as they will find when they get to the end of 
it, if not before.174 
 
Famous Men can be perceived as the juxtaposition of art and documentary, because if 

the reader regards the book as art, he soon notices that its documentary nature demands 

attention as well. Similarly, if the reader expects the book to be a documentary, its artistry 

interferes. As a result, even though art and documentary complement each other, they also 

enhance the difference and distance between them. In other terms, art is integrated with 

documentary, but simultaneously, it is alienated from documentary. In the same manner I 

would stress that although Agee, Evans, the sharecropper and the reader complement the 

shared experience of Famous Men, they also represent different, even opposing, 

interpretations, viewpoints and �truths� of the subject, thus representing both integration and 

alienation of the different interpreters.    

 I would hazard to argue that the word that most accurately characterises Agee's  

attitude towards the sharecroppers is sympathy, or even empathy, due to the fact that he  

strives to identify himself with the tenants in their hardship. For example, in "A Country  
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Letter, I" Agee imagines himself to have �become� the sleeping members of the Gudgers  

family:  

But it is not only their bodies but their postures that I know, and their weight on the 
bed or on the floor, so that I lie down inside each one as if exhausted in a bed, and I 
become not my own shape and weight and self, but that of each of them, the whole of 
it, sunken in sleep like stones; so that I know almost the dreams they will not 
remember�. (FM, 52)  
 

 Walt Whitman�s poem �The Sleepers� has the similar kind of dream journey motif, which 

explores the idea of democratic empathy. Michael S. Reynolds suggests in his article 

�Whitman�s Early Prose and �The Sleepers� that in the poem the speaker identifies so 

completely with other people that he �flows into the dreamers whom he observes. He enters 

their very identity.�175   

Another example of Agee's ability to empathise with �his� people occurs in Agee's 

report of the photo session at the Ricketts house. As Lowe notes, Agee is able to sense Mrs. 

Ricketts' fears of allowing the intruders to record her family's misery, and consequently, he 

wishes to convince her of their good intentions, not in words but telepathically.176 He writes: 

��. Mrs. Ricketts; you can have no idea with what care for you, what need to let you know, 

oh, not to fear us, not to fear, not to hate us, that we are your friends, that however it must 

seem it is all right, it is truly and all the way all right�.� (FM, 322) Not only may this 

passage be interpreted as showing Agee�s deep affection for Mrs Ricketts, but also his feeling 

of desperation and helplessness. The fact that the words are unspoken reflects the author�s 

sense of alienation from the tenants� reality. It is also worth mentioning that Agee hardly ever 

quotes the sharecroppers; this can be perceived as reinforcing the sense of disparity between 

his world and theirs. 
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On the other hand, Lowe discusses the manner in which Agee explores the problem of 

the reporter and his subject: he draws an analogy between Mrs. Ricketts, addressed as �you,� 

and a captive small animal, but not in a conventional way: conversely, the author�s idea is that 

the subject is placed in the kind captor's role, in other words, Mrs. Ricketts is put in Agee's 

role:177 

[Y]our eyes softened, lost all their immediate dread, but without smiling; but in a heart-
broken and infinite yet timid reproachfulness, as when, say, you might have petted a 
little animal in a trap, beyond its thorntoothed fierceness, beyond its fear, to quiet, in 
which it knows, of your blandishments: you could spring free the jaws of this iron from 
my wrist; what is this hand, what are these kind eyes; what is this gentling hand on the 
fur of my forehead: so that I let my face loose of any control and it showed you just 
what and all I felt for you and of myself. (FM, 323)  

  
 I would argue that with this brief analogy Agee also offers an insightful observation about 

those who obtain power versus those who are unable to control or influence events: the 

powerful people ought to take more responsibility for looking after the poor because the 

world belongs to everyone, and it would be a great loss for all to alienate the more 

unfortunate part of the population; in the analogy, the little animal may be anticipated to 

become the captor's friend, if only this were allowed to happen. 

Spiegel offers another interpretation on this extract. His emphasis is on Agee�s role as 

a �little animal;� an idea that links Agee to the Ricketts children who are described as �young 

wild animals� in �Inductions,� by Agee.�178 This is a case in point of Agee�s desire to become 

actively involved in the farmer�s family sphere, which is, of course, precisely where he wants 

to be.179 Spiegel asserts that Mrs. Rickett�s �gentling hand� is synonymous with a maternal 

caress, and further, �you could spring free the jaws of this iron from my wrist� represents the 
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anticipation of kindness that Agee needs in �his personal incentive to pursue the relation 

further.�180  

 

3.3. Agee and the Reader 

In his article �Intersubjective reading� David Bleich confirms that reading is no longer 

considered a state of passive receptivity of a text, but rather an active and creative process.181 

He points out that �[t]o practice criticism now often means to study how a text is or might be 

read, how these readings work with (and against) formal features of the text.�182 Let us now 

examine briefly the three prominent reader-response theories by Stanley Fish, David Bleich 

and Wolfgang Iser, since their views may assist in interpreting the possible reader responses 

of Famous Men. Also some criticism against these theories will be presented. 

Stanley Fish states in his book Is There a Text in This Class? that readers create both 

the formal features of a text and the meanings assigned to them according to an interpretive 

strategy.183 The range of readers� interpretations is limited since Fish emphasises the 

importance of �interpretive communities,� which are defined by the nature of the participants� 

responses to texts. To put the point another way, only the people who agree with the 

meaning of the text form an interpretive community. Interpretations are never objective 

because they are produced from one point of view solely, but they cannot be subjective either 

due to the fact that all available points of view are �social or institutional,�184 in other words, 

a text is always read according to a set of interpretive assumptions. According to Gerald 

Graff, the problem of Fish�s idea is the concept of interpretive community that is defined by a 
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single strategy.185 Graff states that in case a reader approaches a text with only one theory in 

mind, and then finds out that the theory does not fit that particular text, the situation would 

be bizarre. For example, �no one who initially expected a poem to be complex could discover 

that such complexity is lacking.�186 Therefore, Graff argues that �no reader could ever 

explicably experience surprise� if Fish�s idea of interpretative communities was realistic.187 

Moreover, it would be difficult to determine which readers belong to the same interpretive 

community. All in all, Fish�s main argument is that reading is not a process of decoding or 

finding an author�s intentions, but a process of creating.188 

In David Bleich�s view, all interpretations have personal motives and each reader has an 

idiosyncratic language system.189 The term idiosyncratic seems to be used to emphasise the 

idea that the process or language is not shared; by contrast, it is unique and can be different 

from those of most people, too. This is to mean that the situation in which a person learns a 

word determines the most essential meaning it has for this particular individual. Bleich 

contends that the explanations that are proposed by various readers become accepted as 

knowledge through intersubjective negotiation within a community, for example �the family, 

the classroom, the academic meeting,�190 and �the advances of �knowledge� are determined 

by the needs of the community.�191 Opinions of all readers, however, are equally valuable.192 

As regards art, Bleich is of the opinion that those who discuss it should be aware about the 

fact that they are only able to speak about their individual symbolisations and resymbolisation 
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of an aesthetic object and not its �assumed factualities.�193 Consequently, as Raman Selden 

notes, the basis of Bleich�s �subjective criticism� lays on the �assumption that each person�s 

most urgent motivations are to understand himself.�194  

Wolfgang Iser is of the opinion that interpretation emerges from the interaction 

between the text and the reader:195 the reader needs to fill the �gaps� between the various 

viewpoints which emerge from the text, in order to take the text into his consciousness and 

make it his own experience.196 Iser claims that �we are unable to experience how we 

experience one another, which in turn proves to be a propellant to interaction.�197 Out of this 

fact, as Iser writes, �arises the basic need for interpretation,� and the act of interpretation 

requires the reader to fill this blank.198 Iser�s term implied reader means the reader who is 

created by the text and predisposed to read in certain ways.199 Actual reader, on the other 

hand, �receives certain mental images in the process of reading; however, the images will 

inevitably be coloured by the reader�s �existing stock of experience�.�200  

All of these theorists definitely point out factors that may be relevant for understanding 

different readers� responses of Famous Men. It seems that Bleich�s notion of the reader�s 

active role is appropriate in Famous Men. It is not possible to read the text by simply putting 

together the scattered parts of meaning until they form a complete thought. Instead, I would 

state that this book is an event that happens to, and with the active participation of, the 

reader. Iser notes that reading is like a journey through different impressions, and the reader�s 

final conclusion depends on the manner he relates these impressions to each other, in other 
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words, �fills the gaps.� This may be sufficiently applied to Famous Men because there exist 

meditative parts, some of which might be called epiphanies, between descriptive, less ornate 

segments. These parts are not unambiguously connected with each other, and the implied 

reader of Famous Men is invited to fit the different pieces of text together, as well as to 

response to them with the assistance of Agee�s allusions. Indeed, it is obvious that Agee 

wishes to affect the way the reader receives his text. A case in point is, as Lowe confirms, the 

manner in which Agee deliberately ruptures the chronology of his writing in order �to prevent 

the reader from accepting the work as a typical report, documentary or otherwise.�201 For 

example, the actual text begins with �Book Two,� without any reference to the first one, and 

when �[t]he last words of this book have been spoken,� (FM, 389) the text still continues for 

over twenty pages. Conversely, the final words of the book provides the reader with a new 

start: ��.and each of these matters had in that time the extreme clearness, and edge, and 

honor, which I shall now try to give you�.� (FM, 416) 

But Agee is not merely misleading the reader. His intention is to assist the reader to 

reflect closely on the complex matters that he is exposed to. At the beginning of the book 

there is, for instance, a paraphrase from Marx and Engel�s The Communist Manifesto: 

�Workers of the world, unite and fight. You have nothing to lose but your chains, and a 

world to win.� Perhaps because these words are strongly associated with communism, Agee 

chooses to wake the reader up at the very outset, before he advances any further, by 

commenting the quote: �These words are quoted here to mislead those who will be misled by 

them. They mean, not what the reader may care to think they mean, but what they say.� (FM, 

xiii) As a matter of fact, the comment may be interpreted as a forewarning of what to expect 

on the pages to come; the reader would be unwise to accept every meaning at its face value. 
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Instead of the apparent meaning of various issues, the reader should be creative and evaluate 

the words for himself.  

Bleich�s suggestion �all interpretations have personal motives� may easily be applied to 

Famous Men because Agee�s text may be experienced and interpreted from various points of 

view, and some of these viewpoints may perhaps be claimed to form an �interpretative 

group� emphasised by Stanley Fish. For example, the following passage in which Agee and 

Evans meet a young black couple in the yard of a rural Alabama church, affects differently the 

reader who has personally suffered from racial discrimination than the reader who finds the 

text interesting because of the society�s historical realities. Agee intends to catch up with the 

now distant couple to ask them if they knew someone who could let them into the locked 

church. But as he walks toward the couple, the effect on them of his sudden approach is 

violent: 

At the sound of the twist of my shoe in the gravel, the young woman�s whole body was 
jerked down tight as a fist into a crouch from which immediately . . . she sprang 
forward into the first motions of a running . . . In this same instant the young man 
froze, the emblems of sense in his wild face wide open toward me, his right hand stiff 
toward the girl who, . . . her consciousness overtaking her reflex, shambled to a stop 
and stood, not straight but sick, as if hung from a hook in the spine of the will not to 
fall for weakness, while he hurried to her and put his hand on her flowered shoulder�I 
came up to them (not trotting) . . . I could not bear that they should receive from me 
any added reflection of the shattering of their grace and dignity, and of the nakedness 
and depth and meaning of their fear, and of my horror and pity and self-hatred. (FM, 
37-38) 
 
The obvious misreading of intention between Agee and the young couple may also be 

seen as the gulf between the rich and poor or the urban and rural. On the other hand, if the 

reader concentrates solely on the art of language, he will notice how Agee is trying to achieve 

many things at once: gestures of the flesh, context, contradiction, doubt, threat, certainty, 

dignity, shame, recovery, and regret. Agee nevertheless manages to convey the lived 

complexities of this encounter with compassion. In a subtle manner, without preaching, he 

compels the reader to consider and modify his attitudes toward the world through the 
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vicarious experience. Moreover, the event allows the reader to analyse the situation more 

thoroughly by questioning the author�s role in it. For example, the fact that Agee has 

composed the moment may raise the question whether he also is the generator of its 

meanings. Or perhaps the moment is created by conventions that are beyond his control. 

However, Alan Spiegel argues that although Agee�s misery is genuine enough, it is also true 

that the reader may feel embarrassed to read about his attempt to apologise to these people as 

well as his need to sentimentalise their fragility and distress.202  

I came up to them (not trotting) and stopped a yard short of where they, closely, not 
touching now, stood, and said, still shaking my head (No; no; oh, Jesus, no, no, no!) 
and looking into their eyes; at the man, who was not knowing what to do, and at the 
girl, whose eyes were lined with tears, and who was trying so hard to subdue the 
shaking in her breath, and whose heart I could feel, though not hear, blasting as if it 
were my whole body, and I trying in some fool way to keep it somehow relatively light, 
because I could not bear that they should receive from me any added reflection of the 
shattering of their grace and dignity, and of the nakedness and depth and meaning of 
their fear, and of my horror and pity and self-hatred; and so, smiling, and so distressed 
that I wanted only that they should be restored, and should know I was their friend, and 
that I might melt from existence: �I�m very sorry! I�m very sorry if I scared you! I 
didn�t mean to scare you at all. I wouldn�t have done any such thing for anything.�(FM, 
38) 
 

Of course, Agee himself is embarrassed to notice that his behaviour has frightened the couple, 

and, as might well be assumed, the reader has to agree with him: Agee did run to catch up 

with them in the manner that they interpreted as hostile. But, as Spiegel continues, the source 

of the reader�s embarrassment has even more to do with the fact that Agee seems to imagine 

what these people feel, and then make these emotions become his own feelings (�whose heart 

I could feel . . . blasting as if it were my whole body�), and thus he �sentimentalizes his own 

wretchedness.�203  

The least I could have done was to throw myself flat on my face and embrace and kiss 
their feet. That impulse took hold of me so powerfully, from my whole body, not by 
thought, that I caught myself from doing it exactly and as scarcely as you snatch 
yourself from jumping from a sheer height: here, with the realization that it would have 
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frightened them still worse (to say nothing of me) and would have been still less 
explicable; so that I stood and looked into their eyes and loved them, and wished to 
God I was dead. (FM, 38-39) 
 

In Spiegel�s view, this sort of self-disgust, or self-laceration, does not arise from genuine 

modesty or humility, but rather from �a flagellant form of pride, vanity, and high-mindedness, 

or �the frightening vanity� of a �would-be purity.��204 It is true that self-laceration can be a 

bitter variant of vanity, and on this particular occasion Agee seems to be vain about the 

seriousness of his intentions. On the other hand, as the extract appears rather early in the 

book, it may also be interpreted as evidence of the fact that the book is, among other things, 

a story of Agee�s inner development; or at least his urge to develop and broaden his 

conception of himself as well as others. The reader for his part is invited to reflect on his own 

conception of Agee, and this, in turn, may reveal something about the reader�s own attitudes 

and thoughts. Thus, the basis of Bleach�s theory, the idea that eventually everyone�s deepest 

motivation is to understand himself, is discussed in Famous Men in a most multileveled and 

sophisticated manner. 

From the reader�s point of view, it is intriguing to examine the title of the book more 

closely. It may be claimed that the most convenient way to explore it is to compare Famous 

Men with another photo-documentary book from the same age with the same kind of theme. 

Thus, if the title Let Us Now Praise Famous Men is compared with the previously mentioned 

Caldwell and Bourke-White's title You Have Seen Their Faces, it may be noticed that while 

You Have Seen Their Faces is a declaratory statement, written in the present perfect, the title 

Let Us Now Praise Famous Men is posed as a suggestion, written in the present tense. 

According to these notions, it easy to observe that the tones of these titles are undoubtedly 

different: in You Have Seen Their Faces the grammatical form implies that the book is the  
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authority, which �teaches� the reader to adopt a certain attitude towards the subject depicted. 

It also requires the reader to accept the cultural aphorism �seeing is believing,� which in this 

case may be interpreted as implying �after seeing these photographs, you will know the truth 

about the sharecroppers' reality.� By contrast, instead of educating the audience, Famous 

Men invites the reader to participate in the process of representation by using the first person 

plural. This kind of speaker-audience interaction was, presumably, rather unprecedented in 

Agee's days. Furthermore, the present tense may be considered meaningful in that it does not 

automatically assume that the book consists of eternal facts; it only offers some suggestions 

and ideas by Agee and Evans. Moreover, the word �praise� entails �evaluation,� �respect� 

and �honour,� not simple description. Thus the word subverts the objective authority of the 

book and increases the importance of the sharecropper families. The title, just like many other 

allusions and metaphors in the book, comes from the Bible,205 and, in its own part, increases 

the �holiness� of its subject. 

 Kenneth Seib points out that Agee has been criticised for not being able to objectify his 

experiences in writing; in other words, he tends to be too �autobiographical.�206 But, on the 

other hand, Agee's philosophical speculation, which indeed is rather personal to a certain 

extent, serves its purpose to affect the reader; it may be noted, as discussed in chapter 2.1., 

that due to the writer's, in this case Agee's, devotion to his subject, the reader is effectively 

persuaded to become involved in the reality depicted in the text. It is impossible to read 

Famous Men without sensing the author's immense compassion and concern for the 

sharecroppers, and due to this, the reader tends to envision the Woodses, the Rickettses and 

the Gudgers as living human beings instead of allegorical figures. It is true, however, that 

Famous Men contains long stretches of tedious description, yet it seems to accomplish more 
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than many other such books of its decade because it aims to say more of its subject. It is 

worth noting that Agee�s "cinematic vision of experience"207 achieves a high level of human 

insight because it focuses on portions of human experience, such as childhood and parental 

love, things that all readers recognize.  

 Richard Ohmann writes that the subject, sharecropper, is concealed from the reader, 

not solely by literary convention but as a matter of social fact.208 This is to say, people who 

buy and read books make up a relatively affluent part of the population; they are educated 

and conversant with books. In the thirties, not many of them mingled with those who might 

be defined as �other� due to their assumed inferiority, be the reason that they were 

immigrants, day labourers, coloured people, or sharecroppers.209 Ohmann extends the 

reader's relative privilege even further by claiming that the reader "has leisure and the 

tranquillity to think and appropriate other people's experience vicariously.�210 The 

sharecropper, by contrast, has limited possibilities to educate himself by observing other 

people's lives; most probably, all his energy has to be directed into work, or as Ohmann says, 

into "a lifetime of hardship.�211  

 The word �famous� in the title is an interesting word choice due to the fact that these 

particular sharecroppers were far from famous; rather, they were entirely unknown to the 

audience. But I would point out that it is exactly the sharecroppers' anonymity that 

contributed to the fact that Agee chose that word. His intention is to bring these people and 

their actuality to the reader, by no means because the reader would expect to hear their story, 

but because the reader does not know what to expect, due to the fact that he or she knows 
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nothing about them. The manner in which Agee puts the reader in touch with these hidden 

lives differs from the media, such as mass circulation magazines, radio, television and 

newspapers, in that it does not satisfy the audience's voyeuristic interest or offer a vicarious 

intimacy. 

It must be admitted that sharecroppers are inferior in power and status to both the 

author and audience, and thus they belong to the more unfortunate part of society. Ohmann 

notes that this �other� part is often seen as "undifferentiated masses.�212 He claims that being 

part of the mass is a psychological burden, a stigma, in the world that places value on 

individual achievement.213 Admittedly, no one thinks of their relatives, friends or colleagues 

as masses; masses are always �other� people. In Famous Men Agee made friends with his 

sharecroppers, at least to some extent, and thus individuated them to the audience. I would 

like to state that the Woodses, the Rickettses and the Gudgers were efficiently removed from 

the mass, and, as a result of reading Famous Men, the reader may no longer consider them 

simply pitiful victims, but rather truly famous men and women, known for their personal 

qualities and surviving strategies. For example, the author's delicate encounter with Emma 

Woods in Part One: A Country Letter invites the reader to experience the feel of insecurity 

and despair but also love and tenderness of a young girl who is forced to move far from her 

home against her will in order to join her husband. (FM, 56-59) The inevitability of Emma's 

destiny together with her sincerity and quiet acceptance of the facts allows the reader to 

comprehend not only the pitilessness of the situation but also the strength of Emma's 

character. Furthermore, Agee suggests that in spite of all misery, Emma is not solely the 

object of pity and concern but also a person who cares for other people�s feelings.  
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 Famous Men challenges the idea of capitalist ideology, the existence of �American 

dream,� which claims that anyone can make it in America, and the poor remain poor because 

they deserve it due to their features of character which may, for instance, include laziness or 

lavishness. This kind of attempt to rationalize privilege is faulty in the light of Agee's 

experiences with the sharecroppers, and if the reader of the thirties was used to believing in 

the existence of just and rational society, he or she may have felt defenceless after reading this 

book. All in all, the book is clearly addressed to the wealthy part of the society, since Agee 

defines his implied reader as follows: 

[Famous Men] is written for all those who have a soft place in their hearts for the 
laughter and tears inherent in poverty viewed at a distance, and especially for those 
who can afford the retail price; in the hope that the reader will be edified, and may feel 
kindly disposed toward any well-thought-out liberal efforts to rectify the unpleasant 
situation down South, and will somewhat better and more guiltily appreciate the next 
good meal he eats. (FM, 11-12) 
 

Thus, the implied reader consists of the well-to-do bourgeoisie, not the farmer; it is among 

the book-buyers where awareness should be expanded. Beyond that, Famous Men tends to 

demystify power relations in society, and in showing that oppression and exploitation exist, 

the reader is asked to question where he or she stands in this power dynamic.  
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4. Artistic Expression and Modernist Aesthetics 

 This chapter will deal with Agee�s �artistification� of �human divinity.� Despite the fact that 

Agee warns the reader by saying �above all else: in God�s name don�t think of it as art,� (FM, 

12) it is undoubtedly the radiant, lyrical beauty of Agee�s language which is valuable and 

enjoyable for its own sake. But it is noteworthy that the purpose of the textual charm is to 

relay the experience and thought behind it. The Modernist characteristics such as 

fragmentation, juxtaposition, artistic self-consciousness and the complex narrative structure 

are supposed to support the theme of chaos and unfairness of the world where the poorest of 

the poor have to struggle to survive. On the other hand, the documentary part of the book 

reinforces the artistry, and eventually, regardless of the perplexity of the text, the factual part 

also makes the artistic features more approachable. 

  The aim of the first sub-chapter is to analyse some of the Modernist features in Famous 

Men. Agee�s desire to convey many aspects and ideas simultaneously, his urge to pay close 

attention to detail, as well as his ultimate distrust of language are all detectable in the book. 

The second sub-chapter concentrates on one particular characteristic: epiphany in Agee�s 

work and within Modernism.  

 

4.1.  Call It Art If You Must 

Famous Men is a mixture of divergent styles and points of view. Because of the complex and 

contradicting sections, the book has been criticised for lacking �unity and discipline.�214  It is 

expressly the artistic discipline that Seib claims Agee does not reach in Famous Men, and 

consequently, in his opinion, the text remains a vague and uncompleted body of mingled 
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writing.215 Agee himself, however, emphasises the fact that he does not expect himself to be 

capable of writing defined and completed art:216  

Calling for the moment everything except art Nature, I would insist that everything in 
Nature, every most casual thing, has an inevitability and perfection which art as such 
can only approach, and shares in fact, not as art, but as the part of Nature that it is; so 
that, for instance, a contour map is at least as considerably an image of absolute 
'beauty' as the counterpoints of Bach which it happens to resemble. (FM, 206) 

 
 Seib interprets Agee's notion as meaning that "art is a kind of second-class Nature"217 which 

does not need to assist the absolute beauty of reality. Therefore, Agee strives to describe the 

sharecroppers' clothes, furniture and other possession in a detailed, photographic manner. I 

would like to emphasise that Agee's purpose is to reveal actuality in a credible manner, even 

though the actuality may be claimed to be solely his own, relative truth. Seib, on the other 

hand, argues that even though the text would be called the �truth,� it still needs artistic 

discipline and "finding the right words in the right order,"218 and for that reason Famous Men 

is a "failure of reality."219 However, Agee's own notion about fantastic works, in other words, 

art as opposed to nature, reveals that the �truth� cannot be approached solely by using 

conventional literary methods, however refined they may be, due to the fact that the �truth� 

or �reality� is never experienced in �the right order.� It is more accurate to claim that in order 

to convey the sense of being as truthfully as possible, the author should first �see, then put in 

words � envision and encompass and convey�220 using various methods, senses, perspectives 

and feelings. If all this is desired to communicate simultaneously, the outcome may seem 

chaotic. But, at its best, this kind of text may create feelings and experiences that are difficult 
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to convey using conventional literary methods. In addition, it is worth noticing that words 

themselves are also things, independent as such, even though they are separate from things 

and therefore �crippled in relation to what they have tried to convey.� (FM, 209) As Agee 

himself remarks, �to call [words] crippled in their completely healthful obedience to their own 

nature is again a mistake.� (FM, 209) James Hoopes is of the opinion that Agee�s �belief in 

the transcendent beauty of words may have been the logical basis for his idea that language 

could at least approach an illusion of embodiment of the beauty he had seen in Alabama.�221 

An example of the radiance, even sensuality, of Agee�s language may be detected in his 

description of a coal-oil lamp: 

  This �oil� is not at all oleaginous, but thin, brittle, rusty feeling, and sharp; taken and 
 rubbed between forefinger and thumb, it so cleanses their grain that it sharpens their 

mutual touch to a new coin edge, or the russet nipple of a breast erected in cold; and 
the odor is clean, cheerful and humble, less alive by far than that of gasoline, even a 
shade watery: and a subtle sweating of this oil is on the upward surface of the globe,  
as if it stood through the glass, and as if the glass were a pitcher of cool water in a hot 
room. (FM, 44-45) 

 
As Hoopes rightly notes, the text is not a mere statement of Agee�s own, subjective 

experience. He manages to expand his sensory observations into a more complex comparison 

and analysis, and in doing so, he creates an elaborate wholeness of his experience.222 Of 

course, as Hoopes points out, the transcendence of words in the text should be related to the 

referent, in order to be able to represent, at least to a certain degree, the actuality.223 

According to Hoopes, in Famous Men there are instances in which Agee hurries to move 

toward rhetorical effects, leaving facts too quickly behind, for example �when the night 

noises of the cotton field �lifted forth the thousand several forms of their entrancement.��224 

However, most often Agee�s prose succeeds accurately, providing the reader with glimpses 
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of actuality together with sensory impressions. As with the conclusion of the depiction of the 

coal-oil lamp in �A Country Letter:� 

.�in this globe like a thought, a dream, the future, slumbers the stout-weft strap of 
wick, and up this wick is drawn the oil, toward heat; through a tight, flat tube of tin, 
and through a little slotted smile of golden tin, and there ends fledged with flame, in the 
flue; the flame, a clean, fanged fan: (FM, 45) 
 
In Famous Men, Agee's respect for sharecropper reality contributes to the fact that he 

cannot feel confident with the idea of writing art at the expense of misery. Furthermore, a 

firmer control over the material might have shortened Agee's descriptions and thus reduced 

his vision; after all, he meant to discover actuality, not hide any details of it only to avoid the 

possible irritation and exhaustive effect they might have on the reader: "The language of 

'reality' . . . may be the most beautiful and powerful but certainly it must in any case be about 

the heaviest of all languages." (FM, 208) Agee's love and sense for words is indisputable 

despite his distrust of them; he is aware of their inability to "have and impart the deftness, 

keenness, immediacy, speed and subtlety of the 'reality'" (FM, 208) that they try to produce. 

  One of the numerous allusions to Agee's intention to record things exactly and in terms 

of themselves is found "On the Porch: 2: "Much of the time I shall want to tell of particulars 

very simply, in their own terms.� (FM, 216) Agee's concern with accuracy continues 

throughout the book, and at the end of it he says, "and each of these matters had in that time 

the extreme clearness, and edge, and honor, which I shall now try to give you.� (FM, 416) 

Lowe points out that although Agee confessed that his text may be irritating and confusing, 

the problem does not lie in "his perception of things but in his ability to communicate the 

'shifty centers' of his subject matters to the reader.�225 

It is Lowe�s contention that Agee often alludes to fragments, but, at the same time, he 

takes wholes into consideration; every fragment in his text implies the whole that it is part 
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of.226 Agee himself explains that he would like to achieve a comprehensive perspective 

composed of psychological, biological, and geographical views. (FM, 216) This kind of 

approach would allow the significance of a thing to be determined simultaneously in its own 

terms and in its identity with everything else. Thus, according to Lowe, Agee's aesthetic aim 

is "to convey the sense of being by impacting the reader simultaneously with a resolution of 

various actual particulars.�227 It is true that this is a challenging task to be achieved by text 

solely, and in the numerous metacommentaries on his writing Agee admits that his "human 

effort" (FM, 98) cannot be successful: 

All this, all such, you can see, it so intensely surrounds and takes meaning from a 
certain center which we shall be unable to keep steadily before your eyes, that should 
be written, should be listed, calculated, analyzed, conjectured upon, as if all in one 
sentence and spread suspension and flight or fugue of music. (FM, 97) 

 
 Next, Agee asks for the reader's co-operation to overcome the difficulties and invites him to 

participate in the experimental process of his work: 

[I]t is this which so paralyzes me: yet one can write only one word at a time, and if 
these seem lists and inventories merely, things dead unto themselves, devoid of mutual 
magnetisms, and if they sink, lose impetus, meter, intension, then bear in mind at least 
my wish, and perceive in them and restore them what strength you can of yourself. 
(FM, 98) 
 

Agee's distrust of words may be characterised by his opinion that words are superior to any 

other form of art in that they can be made to tell anything. This, of course, attributes to the 

fact that they are the most inaccurate of all mediums of record as well as communication.228 

Certainly, words are easily misunderstood; there may occur various interpretations even in 

most practical everyday situations. For example, two persons may comprehend written or 

oral instructions differently. Apart from inaccuracy of words, one of Agee's main concerns is, 

as may be noted from the previous quote from him, that words are never able to 
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communicate the immediacy of a thing because they must proceed one after another.229 

Furthermore, Agee sees the distinction between a word and its referent, "words cannot 

embody; they can only describe.� (FM, 210) It is exactly the matter of description which 

Agee considers to be the problem, because if a thing is explained or depicted, it does not 

become a �description;� it remains the genuine, original subject matter. Therefore, description 

may not be the thing per se; it is always solely an interpretation of the thing itself.  

Lowe pays attention to an interesting observation of Jean Cocteau who writes that 

"subject matter is only an excuse for painting; that is, painting (like writing for Agee) is a 

matter for form, tone, and color, and not content.�230 Although Agee's main concern is the 

actuality of the sharecropper families, it may be claimed that from the artistic point of view, 

Agee's words ought not to be taken literally. Instead of literal meaning, Agee's text consists 

of aspects such as tone, rhythm, sound and form, as well as the visual effect. Indeed, Agee 

himself suggests that Famous Men be read aloud, or viewed continuously, as a film. (FM, xi) 

An illustrative case in point is a lengthy list of the objects in the Gudgers' smokehouse which 

originally was meant for smoking meat but is now a storehouse:  

�. A couple of dozen tin cans here, of many different sizes and former uses, now 
holding sorghum; four hoes; a set of sweeps; a broken plow-frame; pieces of an ice-
cream freezer; a can of rusty nails; a number of mule shoes; the strap of a white slipper; 
a pair of greenly eaten, crumpled workshoes, the uppers broken away, the soles worn 
broadly through, still carrying the odor of feet; a blue coil of soft iron wire; a few yards 
of rusted barbed wire; a rotted mulecollar; pieces of wire at random. (FM, 116) 

 
Supposedly, this piece of text is more than an inventory; it is a fragment, a passing moment of 

actuality, which simultaneously is an overall picture of the sharecroppers' conditions: the 

possessions are of no use; they simply exist in the same manner as the people do; they are 

slowly deteriorating with no hope of future. It is also worth realizing that this fragment may  
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be perceptible to several senses such as vision since the objects may be imagined visually 

according to the description. The text may be �audible,� too, because of its rhythm that arises 

from the repetitiveness of the list-like items, also functioning as prose. It is noticeable that 

finally Agee�s own criticism against his ability to write art simmers down to �quiter tones of 

desperation�231 when he says �call it art if you must.� (FM, 216)  

 

4.2. The Cruel Radiance of What Is: Ageean Epiphanies  

In addition to fragmentation and stream of consciousness, one of the essential modernist 

features in Famous Men is the use of epiphanies. Although Agee states that he distresses 

himself over his "inability to create an organic, mutually sustaining and dependent, and as it 

were musical, form,� (FM, 8) he does not doubt his ability to "perceive simply the cruel 

radiance of what is.� (FM, 9) As a matter of fact, this phrase is the core, or focus, of Agee�s 

all striving. Thus, �the cruel radiance of what is� may be interpreted as representing the actual 

essence of epiphany. One of the apparent epiphanic moments occurs when Agee attempts to 

sleep at the Gudgers�. The actual moment of the deepened sense of happiness is evanescent, 

but the preparation of the epiphany takes nearly three pages. For instance, Agee writes: 

The pillow was hard, thin, and noisy, and smelled as of acid and new blood; the 
pillowcase seemed to crawl at my cheek. I touched it with my lips: it felt a little as if it 
would thaw like spun candy. There was an odor something like that of old moist stacks 
of newspaper. I tried to imagine intercourse in this bed; I managed to imagine it fairly 
well. I began to feel sharp little piercings and crawlings all along the surface of my 
body. I was not surprised; I had heard that pine is full of them anyhow. (FM, 374) 

 
 Then he walks out of the house, stares at the sky, goes back in and covers his hands and feet 

against the bedbugs. But the bugs do not leave him alone and he cannot sleep. Regardless of 

the obvious discomfort, he experiences a rare moment of happiness. 

.� my senses were taking in nothing but a deep-night, unmeditatable consciousness of 
a world which was newly touched and beautiful to me, and I must admit that even in 
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the vermin there was a certain amount of pleasure: and that, exhausted though I now 
was, it was the eagerness of my senses quite as fully as the bugs and the itching which 
made it impossible for me to sleep�. (FM, 376) 

 
 This brief glimpse of happiness is generated by an experience which is highly unlikely to 

produce pleasure: an uncomfortable bed, weird smells and the feel of the bugs� crawling and 

nibbling. Consequently, although the situation is prepared for a lengthy time, it would not be 

possible to predict the actual moment of heightened perception.      

 The book includes three chapters entitled �On the Porch,� one at the beginning, one in 

the middle, and one at the end. In each Agee depicts himself on the porch at night, always 

awake and alert, filtering his thoughts and feelings through his experiences and the reality that 

surrounds him. In the first �On the Porch� Agee is, as Ward puts it, �absorbed in a sensation 

of the entire world at rest�232 in his dreamlike stream of images: 

Fish halted on the middle and serene of blind sea water sleeping lidless lensed; their 
breathing, their sleeping subsistence, the effortless nursing of ignorant plants; entirely 
silenced, sleepers, delicate planets, insects, cherished in amber, mured in night, autumn 
of action, sorrow�s short winter, waterhole where gather the weak wild beasts; night; 
night: sleep; sleep. (FM, 18) 

 
It is Ward�s contention that this vision associates the silent sleepers with the processes of 

creation.233 I would like to add that it also celebrates a sense of peace together with a unity of 

all mankind. The same kind of feeling of peace and unity may be sensed in Whitman�s �The 

Sleepers:� �How solemn they look there, stretch'd and still, How quiet they breathe, the little 

children in their cradles�.�234 Reynolds argues that after discussing each creature in turn, the 

speaker eventually arrives at �a total vision� where the sleepers unite:235 �They flow hand in 

hand over the whole earth from east to west as they lie unclothed.�236 
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It is noteworthy that Agee�s night vision cannot be called epiphany because it does not 

convey a sudden grasp of reality nor any revealing scenes or moments. However, it may be 

argued that the excerpt, likewise the whole �On the Porch:1,� is a sort of a pre-epiphany that 

prepares the ground for the next �On the Porch� chapter in which Agee discloses the �sense 

of the fusion of mind and body, of self and nonself, of the actuality of thought and feeling, 

and of the achievement of �self, truth, and joy:�237 

All the length of the body and all its parts and functions were participating, and were 
being realized and rewarded, inseparable from the mind, identical with it: and all, 
everything, that the mind touched turned immediately, yet without in the least losing 
the quality of its total individuality, into joy and truth, or rather, revealed, of its self, 
truth, which in its very nature was joy, which must be the end of art, of investigation, 
and of all anyhow human existence. (FM, 199) 
 

 To put the point another way, the first and briefest �On the Porch� discusses silence and 

sleeping � rest before action � and the second continues from that: it wakes the body and 

mind into a �sense of wonder.� (FM, 200) Agee himself writes that �this silence under 

darkness on this front porch [is set up] as a sort of fore-stage to which from time to time the 

action may have occasion to return.� (FM, 215) Taken these words into consideration, it may 

be remarked that the porch sections are Ageean epiphanies: the action of the book often 

returns to the observant meditation which may be interpreted as, in Ward�s words, �the 

apprehension of the mystical oneness of the cosmos and the unique individual self.�238 The 

porch offers an atmosphere in which �the distinctness of the specific and the limitlessness of 

the whole are both grasped.�239  

Again, the final �On the Porch� section returns to the previous one which ends with the  

sentence: �From these woods a good way out along the hill now came a sound that was new  

to us.� (FM, 224) Agee and Evans hear the cries of two animals, which they later assume to  

be foxes. Agee describes the voices as �a work of great, private and unambitious  
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art which was irrelevant to audience . . . as perfect a piece of dramatic or musical structure as  

I know of . . . [which] carried with it an excitement almost beyond what is possible to bear.� 

(FM, 412) Agee�s personal experience is so forceful that he is suddenly engaged in the 

listening with all his heart and, moreover, he develops the anguish and joy of the voices 

further, involving music, love and sexual fantasy into his images: 

[T]here came the voice of the first creature; and it was with the breaking open of this 
voice that we too broke open, silently, our whole bodies broke open into a laughter 
that destroyed and restored us more even than the most absolute weeping ever can. 
This is a laughter I have experienced only rarely: listening to the genius of Mozart at its 
angriest and cleanest, most masculine fire; the sudden memory of some line of 
Shakespeare, �Nymph, in thine orisons be all my sins remembered�; walking in streets 
or driving in country; watching negroes; or in that delicate stage of love when a girl, 
serious and scarcely tinged with smiling, her eyes muted and her head poised most 
immaculately, first begins, not in pleasure alone, but in a kind of fear and deep 
gentleness, to use her light, slow, frank hands upon your head and body: a phase so 
unassailably beyond any meaning of tenderness and of trust, so like the opening of first 
living upon the shining of the young earth in its first morning, that an overwhelming 
knowledge of God and of his non-existence fight in you and, all in this same quietness, 
you feel it impossible that you can look into her eyes one more moment and not be so 
distended by incredulous joy that you are of one size and ignorance and fleshlessness 
with space itself. (FM, 413) 

 
 In a footnote Agee explains these feelings by stating that both anguish and joy emerge from 

the same source, �the incontrovertible perception of the incredible.� (FM, 413) The similar 

kind of �total mutual confidence� and joy that Agee and Evans experience, is sensed in the 

sound of the foxes: �[T]here was nearly as much joy, and less grief. There was the  

frightening joy of hearing the world talk to itself, and the grief of incommunicability.� (FM, 

414) I would claim that the perception of incommunicability may be applied to concern the 

world in general: not a single creature is able to communicate properly with another living 

being; neither can Agee convey the true nature of the sharecropper reality to the reader, nor 

can anyone fully explain his or her own actuality to others; even less can he conceive of other  
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person�s inner meaning or individual experience. Ward is of the opinion that the cry of the 

foxes, as opposed to what he believes Agee meant, is connected to something larger rather 

than being a resolution, because �a finality is achieved through a peaking of emotional 

intensity,�240 in other words epiphany, �not through a poetic logic.�241 This may be true, 

however, as Agee conveys his personal reaction and private vision throughout the book, he 

remains honest to his intuition here, too.  

  Lowe uses the term �disparateness,� which might be interpreted as �difference of 

textual elements,� consisting of fragmentation and complex forms and styles, in order to 

define an essential part of Agee's creativity.242 It is Lowe's contention that the notion of unity, 

along with disparateness of various particulars of experience may be comprehended as a 

resolution itself.243 He specifies his view by saying that Agee's text is composed of opposing 

elements such as breakage and redemption, uniqueness and common identity, suffering and 

beauty, as well as before mentioned disparateness and resolution, each of them being 

responsible for the existence of the other.244 For instance, Lowe states that in Famous Men 

suffering is considered as the source of beauty: "[T]he beauty of the Gudger house would be 

impossible without hurt and cruelty.�245 Although Agee conveys intense, immediate, and even 

simultaneous glimpses of his experiences, both positive and negative ones, it may be 

questioned whether they are able to create the sense of extended resolution which, as Lowe 

assumes, is Agee's intention. Lowe agrees with the widely held conception which states that 

Agee's moment-to-moment writing cannot verify a protracted resolution.246 On the other 

hand, it is possible that Agee does not always aspire any comprehensive entirety, only 
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fragments which may or may not build up into a sort of entity in the reader�s mind. However, 

in the chapter entitled �The Storeroom� it may be affirmed that Agee attempts to achieve and 

convey a moment of �the full bodily recognition� (FM, 162) and, at the same time, �a 

disembodied consciousness� (FM, 161) of the beauty and balance of a house. Agee notes that 

this particular epiphanic moment can be experienced �[i]n any house, standing in any one 

room of it, or standing disembodied in remembrance of it:� (FM, 161) 

[I]t is possible, by sufficient quiet and passive concentration, to realize for a little while 
at a time the simultaneity in existence of all of its rooms in their exact structures and 
mutual relationships in space and in all they contain; and to realize this not merely with 
the counting mind, nor with the imagination of the eye, which is no realization at all, 
but with the whole of the body and being, and in translations of the senses so that in 
part at least they become extrahuman, become a part of the nature and being of these 
rooms and their contents and of this house. (FM, 161) 

 
 In the same chapter Agee describes another house, not any house this time, but a particular 

sharecropper house that acquires its power of beauty from its cruel bareness: 

It is, having examined scientifically or as if by blueprint how such a house is made from 
the ground up, in every strictly sized part of its wood, and in every tightening nail, and 
with nearly every inch of this open to the eye as it is within one of these rooms, to let 
all these things, each in its place, and all in their relationships and in their full 
substances, be, at once,247 driven upon your consciousness, one center: and there is 
here such an annihilating counterpoint as might be if you could within an instant hear 
and be every part, from end to end, of the most vastly spun of fugues: and this first 
essence of one of the things a bare house is, the plain shell, in which the fates of 
successive families shall live as they may, can best be realized in this dark room in front 
of the kitchen, for it is scarcely used, and is never opened to the open daylight, and is 
nearly empty, and there reside there mainly the mere walls, and floor, and roof, facing 
one another and one center as pine mirrors. (FM, 162) 

 
 Lowe claims that this passage depicts Agee�s desire to impact his reader violently; Agee 

wants the reader�s self �annihilated� in order to enable the reader to become the house.248 It is 

obvious that Agee strives to make the reader experience the pain of the sharecroppers� 

actuality, but this extract might as well be interpreted as an epiphany, as opposed to the  
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source of metamorphosis which Lowe suggests. First of all, it is Agee himself who is the 

first-hand experiencer and the one who feels the glimpse of the �first essence of one of the 

things a bare house is.� (FM, 162) Thus, it is Agee who realises the epiphanic moment, or the 

still point, of the plain, isolated and dark house, and the reader is only subtly subjected to his 

findings. I would also note that if, according to the Ageean understanding, words can never 

embody, only describe, �metamorphosis� would seem too forcible an expression to depict the 

reader�s emotions, whereas �epiphany� may be assumed to be closer to what Agee might 

have pursued. Secondly, if and when the reader is susceptible to Agee�s influence, it is 

possible that he may experience something similar to Agee�s thoughts; but perhaps he may 

feel something more personal, adding his own meanings to those of Agee�s and thus creating 

his own epiphany, not likely so strong or determined that it could be called a feeling of 

metamorphosis. I would further point out that the reader�s view of the house depiction may 

be rather distinct from that of Agee�s, and consequently it would be doubtful to predict such 

a strong experience of the reader.  
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5.  Conclusion 
 

In this thesis I have analysed the textual part of James Agee and Walker Evans� Let Us Now 

Praise Famous Men, published in 1941. The book is a complex combination of Evans� 

photographs and Agee�s writing, which consists of disparate sections of, for instance, 

reportage, intimate confession, inventories and catalogues, prose, poetry, politics and 

morality as well as metaphysical speculation. The book may even be interpreted as having 

qualities other than those that are conventionally related to literature for the reason that Agee 

supplements his aesthetics of vision with aesthetics of feeling, hearing, tasting and smelling. 

Indeed, Agee is of the opinion that if it were possible he would �do no writing at all here. It 

would be photographs; the rest would be fragments of cloth, bits of cotton, lumps of earth, 

records of speech, pieces of wood and iron, phials of odors, plates of food and of 

excrement.� (FM, 10)  Famous Men remains an unclassifiable book, although in its style and 

aesthetics it can be classified as Modernist for the reason that it consists of a number of 

Modernist features such as non-linearity, simultaneity, fragmentariness, momentary 

impressions, multiple perspectives and dreamlike meditation. Modernism in general has been 

attracted to urban settings and urban life-style instead of rural and agricultural way of life. 

For example, the London of T.S. Eliot, the Prague of Franz Kafka, the Dublin of James Joyce 

and the New York of John Dos Passos have all become famous landmarks of the Modernist 

urban phenomenon, and in this respect Agee and Evans�s Famous Men clearly differs from 

the works of mainstream Modernist writers.  

Alongside Modernism, documentary was a common mode of literary expression in the 

United States of the 1930s. The average documentary of the time is described as �populist� 

or �proletarian.� Characteristically, it treated its subjects as victims, sentimentalising their 

personalities and making them look morally superior, allowing only rich and powerful people 
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to have their say. It was not until the Depression years that �a portion of unimagined 

existence� (FM, x) was, at least to some extent, brought into public American consciousness.  

My intention was to analyse the extraordinary juxtaposition of the documentary aspect 

and complex artistic prose of Famous Men, and therefore, my topic was two-fold: I examined 

James Agee�s way of expressing the reality, �the cruel radiance of what is,� of the three 

sharecropper families in Alabama in the summer of 1936, as well as the manner in which 

Agee creates an artistic construction of this very reality, even though he warned his readers: 

�don�t think of it as art.�  

Agee records systematically the sharecroppers� physical actuality, that is, their 

appearance, economic situation, housing, clothing, education and work. He describes each 

item separately in detail, allowing the actuality to speak for itself. Every single thing, be it a 

dress or a soap, is strictly personalised with the particular individual or family who owns or 

uses it. Further, Agee draws distinctions between tenants thus appreciating them as 

individuals; every one of them is �a creature . . . not quite like any other,� (FM, 88) as 

opposed to a social problem in a case study. This is one of the reasons why Agee manages to 

rise above the documentary genre of the 1930s and 40s in the United States: he transforms 

the manner in which social issues are discussed. For Agee, the point is not that the 

sharecroppers suffer from abominable social conditions. The point is simply that these people 

exist: �The one deeply exciting thing to me about Gudger is that he is actual, he is living, at 

this instant. He is not some artist�s or journalist�s or propagandistist�s invention: he is a 

human being.� (FM, 212)  

Furthermore, Agee�s text composes an intensely personal encounter that is not only 

documentation of social disorder, but also a quest for identity. While Agee obviously begins 

by intending to write about the sharecropper, he ends up writing about himself, or more 

accurately, about his relation to the sharecropper. He describes how he came together with 
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the tenant families, what kind of discoveries each made of the other, and the meaning of what 

happened and what they experienced during the short time they lived together. The extensive 

autobiographical passages strive to expose Agee�s intimate thoughts even more than the text 

ever desires to expose the sharecroppers� privacy. It is apparent that Agee is looking for a 

home and a family, his ancestral roots. On the basis of his experienced contraries, he attempts 

to find out who he is and what he believes. 

The text advances from the desperate, even pathetic attempts to establish contact and a 

good rapport with the people he meets to the moment he is finally able to see them from a 

genuinely appreciative perspective. In fact, Agee�s story is, as Spiegel puts it, �a variation of 

that well-known adventure and quest tale of the young man or woman from a highly civilized 

and technologically advanced culture who undertakes a journey to a more primitive 

culture.�249 This elemental group of people may be technologically backward but morally or 

spiritually more advanced than its urban, educated counterpart. Based on the discoveries that 

the protagonist makes in the primitive environment, he or she �undergoes a renovation or 

conversion of identity.�250 Spiegel mentions that the personality crossovers may sometimes be 

disastrous,251 but more often they are desirable, resulting in better morality, �emotional 

integration� or �wise blood.�252 In Famous Men, Agee�s first night at the Gudgers� house 

appears almost at the end of the narrative, but I would like to interpret it as the book�s 

culmination because it presents �a moment that redefines all the events preceding it.�253 Being 

hosted at the family table is the point of genuine contact between Agee and the Gudgers, the 
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child and his family, the prodigal son and �his welcome at the home of his surrogate 

family.�254 In addition to Famous Men, positive encounters between the visitor and the 

primitive inhabitants can be found in Agee�s predecessors such as Henry Thoreau�s Walden 

and William Faulkner�s The Bear.  

Along the text there are continual remarks that are directed to the reader, and thus the 

reader is no less centrally involved than Agee, Evans or the tenants. As regards the reading 

experience of Famous Men, I want to state that the book is potentially capable of a number 

of different realisations, depending on the reader and his individual experiences, feelings, 

attitudes and motives for reading. In other words, the reading process is selective, and 

Wolfgang Iser�s words, �the potential text is infinitely richer than any of its individual 

realizations�255 may be claimed to be relevant in the case of Famous Men. Indeed, the book 

is, as Spiegel puts it, �an open work that completes itself in usage; ideally, an inspired reader; 

not the final page, finishes the book.�256  

I argue that the greatest and most unique artistic value of Famous Men lies in the 

juxtaposition of documenting cruel reality and writing lyrical prose. The union of these two 

reflects �the cruel radiance of what is,� which is not at all art for Agee, but rather actuality, 

or, as Spiegel says, �aesthetic reality within the actual world.�257 Rather than applying 

accepted literary standards, Agee creates something new and peculiar. It is obvious that Agee 

senses the difficulty of his task, and he interrupts his presentation of the sharecroppers� 

actuality constantly by commenting upon a number of problems concerning his own 

limitations, the doubts he has about his reader�s receptivity and the truthfulness of his 

language. Agee anticipates the distortions of his creation from the very outset, and uses this 
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incessant metatalk as his �way of italicising, explaining, and even partly mitigating, the 

distortions in the original presentation.�258 Agee knows that his effort of recognising �the 

stature of a portion of unimagined existence� (FM, x) is doomed to become a failure, and, 

accordingly, reminds the reader that �[o]f this ultimate intention the present volume is merely 

portent and fragment, experiment, dissonant prologue.� (FM, xi) Hence it would be a mistake 

to consider Agee�s original, unfulfilled and dreamlike intention his final achievement. In fact, 

Agee himself makes a clear distinction between his original ambition and his actual 

performance: 

Beethoven said a thing as rash and noble as the best of his work. By my memory, he 
said: �He who understands my music can never know unhappiness again.� I believe it. 
And I would be a liar and a coward and one of your safe world if I should fear to say 
the same words of my best perception, and of my best intention.  
Performance, in which the whole fate and terror rests, is another matter. (FM, 13) 

 
  Famous Men includes numerous allusions to canonized art and artists such as Cézanne, 

Mozart, Beethoven and Shakespeare. Agee�s intention is to draw a parallel between high art 

and the poor tenant in Alabama, even though the combination of these two is traditionally 

considered unlikely. However, Agee�s view is that if art is canonized, it will become 

respectable and established, as opposed to its original radicalism and revolutionary power. 

Consequently, art�s potential to change social unfairness diminishes. Agee writes that 

 [e]very fury on earth has been absorbed in time, as art, or as religion, or as authority in 
one form or another. The deadliest blow the enemy of the human soul can strike is to 
do fury honor. Swift, Blake, Beethoven, Christ, Joyce, Kafka, name me a one who has 
not been thus castrated. Official acceptance is the one unmistakable symptom that 
salvation is beaten again, and is the one surest sign of fatal misunderstanding, and is the 
kiss of Judas. (FM, 12)  

 
 Similarly, the ultimate poverty, which once was appallingly striking and unacceptable, 

becomes a quietly accepted, unavoidable part of society, in case it is treated in a patronising 

or hypocritical manner. Thus, Agee and Evans incorporate the literary and photographic 
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techniques of the �High Modernist� era into their work in order to highlight the ways in 

which both potential sources of the political dynamic, high art and extreme poverty, have 

been mistreated in society. I would contend that the way of mixing representatives of high art 

with the poorest of the poor also indicates Agee�s desire to show how purely coincidental life 

is: the birth of a great artist or a poor tenant may simply depend on the circumstances, that is, 

sheer luck, and to a lesser degree on personal talent. 

  I have employed Modernism, particularly Modernism of epiphanies, as a basis on my 

discussion on Agee�s artistic expression and modernist aesthetics. Due to the multi-faceted 

nature of the book, I restricted the investigation of artistic expression mainly to the concerns 

of otherness, alienation and epiphanies that, in my opinion, reflect most accurately the 

message of the book. It is obvious that the frustration of a blocked writer suggests a sense of 

alienation, as does Agee�s way of emphasising the fragments, lumps, bits and pieces of 

sharecroppers� lives. Agee himself, �a spiritual orphan of the �south�,�259 is a proof of the 

author�s desperate need to discuss the issues of otherness and alienation. There are three 

episodes clearly illustrating Agee�s alienation from the sharecroppers, �Late Sunday 

Morning,� �At the Forks� and �Near a Church.� All of them represent a failure in 

communication and Agee�s despair as his craving for personal contact is denied. 

I managed to find three different variations of epiphanies in Famous Men. I would 

claim that some of the descriptive passages can be perceived as epiphanies for the reason that 

they assist the reader to almost sense taste, odour or feel of a thing in Agee�s nuanced, 

comprehensive depiction. This kind of epiphany allows each reader to experience the 

heightened moment in his own way. Another type of epiphany is prepared for a long time, 

occurring then suddenly, without notice, and disappearing quickly. The one who experiences  
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this kind of moment of heightened perception is Agee, not the reader. I argue that the third 

kind of epiphany is in fact an �Ageean epiphany� because it characterizes the whole book: it 

consists of three serial incidents at the beginning, in the middle and in the end. The first one 

may be called a pre-epiphany, and its focus lies on preparing the two others; it conveys a 

sensation of silence and sleeping. The second one wakes the body and mind into a �sense of 

wonder,� (FM, 200) and the last one reveals the grief of ultimate incommunicability, despite 

the fact that animal sounds at night also call forth anguish and �frightening joy of hearing the 

world talk to itself.� (FM, 414) In this third episode, Agee and Evans cannot even know for 

certain if the voices belong to foxes, let alone that they would have any idea what the voices 

mean. But, as Stott writes, although �the language of reality cannot be mastered, Agee . . . 

found this no reason not to struggle toward its �inachievable words.��260 All these meditative, 

dreamlike epiphanies take place �on the porch,� which may be interpreted as an epiphany of 

place, a holy altar, where Agee returns time after time to collect his thoughts.  

To conclude, Famous Men is not solely an observation or �study� of the  

sharecroppers� world, but its epiphany and celebration. The goal of the core phrase of the 

book, �the cruel radiance of what is,� (FM, 9) is that the reader would perceive �the 

immediate world . . . as it stands� (FM, 9) but with the spiritual force, �so that the aspect of a 

street in sunlight can roar in the heart of itself as a symphony.� (FM, 9)  

Famous Men has inspired a few other books, too. One of them is And Their Children 

After Them (1989), written by journalist Dale Maharidge and photographer Michael 

Williamson. It traces the reality where the sharecroppers� children and grandchildren live, 

fifty-three years after Agee and Evans�s famous men and women. The book won a Pulizer in  

1990, and since Famous Men served as its model, it would be fascinating to examine, from  
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both documentary and artistic viewpoints, the ways in which it explores and depicts the  

actuality of the 1980s. Of course, there is still a range of aspects that could be examined more 

thoroughly in Famous Men, one of which being intertextuality. The book includes a number 

of quotations and allusions as well as paratextual elements such as titles and epigraphs that 

might compose an intriguing study. 
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